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0. I~ODUCT~~N 
0.1. Statements of Results 
The subject matter of this paper is a study of representations of the full 
matrix semigroups M(n, p) of n x n matrices with entries in the prime field 
Zp over a field of characteristic p > 0. Moreover the bulk of it is concerned 
with a rather classical case of them, namely, the representations of M(n, p) 
afforded by the spaces of homogenous polynomials. 
Let B be an n-dimensional vector space over 2,. M(n, p) acts naturally 
on B. Having fixed a basis x1,..., x, for B we simply identify M(n, p) with 
the set of all linear transformations on B, 
Let us fix a ground field k of characteristic p. The action of iW(n, p) on B 
can be lifted uniquely to the action on IV(l) = k @ B. w”’ is simply the vec- 
tor space of all linear forms in x1,..., X, over k. More generally we form 
IV@), the vector space of all homogeneous polynomials of degree d in 
x,,..., X, over k, and lift the natural representation of M(n, p) to tid), 
d= i,2 ,.... These M(n, p) modules WCd’ are the main object of our study. 
More exactly we will tackle here the following problem: Under what 
conditions on d and n the lattice of all M(n, p)-submodules of W“‘) is 
distributive? Put differently the problem is to find out when IV(d) and every 
of its factors are square free. 
We now outline our approach to this problem. In general words it is in 
conformity with that of polynomial representations of GL(n, k) theory as 
presented by Green [ 11. In our case the term “polynomial” seems to be 
meaningless since every function M(n, p) + k, k a field, can be represented 
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by a polynomial function. Nevertheless the basic ideas of [ 1 ] are still useful 
in our case. 
In Section 1 we start with such standard notion as weight subspaces in a 
M(n, p)-module I’. They behave exceptionally well due to the fact that kD, 
the semigroup algebra of the semigroup D of the diagonal matrices of 
M(n, p) over k is semi-simple. 
The second idea is that of linearization. It became clear from the first 
pioneering works of Issai Schur (see again Green [ 11) that distinction 
must be made between the cases d < n and d 2 n, where d is the total degree 
of the coefficient polynominals. The same is very much true in our case and 
we restrict ourselves to the case d < n. It is under this condition that 
linearization process is carried out. Thus we associate with a M(n, p)- 
module V the symmetric submodule Ve of V. However, over prime field the 
symmetric structure of Ve is particularly poorly connected with the 
M(n, p)-structure of I/. Therefore, instead of V’ we introduce the genuinely 
multilinear elements. It turns out that V,,,, the part of I/’ corresponding 
to a weight of maximal support, consists of multilinear elements and 
epimorphism of lattices A(V) -+ Asym( V,,,) ensues. There A(V) denotes the 
lattice of all M(n, p)-submodules of V and Asym denotes the lattice of all 
symmetric submodules of V,,,,, . This link with symmetric modules is 
exploited throughout the paper. 
In Section 2 we ease our principal setting taking up the structure of I@‘) 
over M(n, k), where k is now an infinite field of characteristic p. Using 
relevant versions of the two basic theorems of Section 1 we classify all local 
(or join-irreducible from the lattice theory point of view) submodules of 
IV“). It turns out that each such submodule can be labeled by an e-tuple of 
natural numbers 1= (A,, Al,..., A,- r), e = [log,(d)]. We denote the 
corresponding submodule by J’ and its unique maximal submodule by 
r(P). We let WA denote the quotient P/r(P). Let @“’ denote the k-space 
of all homogeneous polynomials in x1,..., X, of degree a whose degrees in 
each variable are <p. @“’ is a natural M(n, k) (even M(n, p))-irreducible 
module. Raising $I’@’ in a pk power we arrive at @‘p). Their role is becom- 
ing clear from 
2.3.2. THEOREM. For every 1= (A, ,..., A,_,) 
Reverting to the M(n, p) case we see that the Frobenious twist is gone, 
i.e., m;)~ IV(“) as M(n, p)-modules. Hence, we are left with a poset of sub- 
modules JA endowed with epimorphisms on WA = @ rAi) The subspace 
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w mar is the Frobenious permutation module (PA associated with ;2. It 
becomes necessary to analyse the lattice Asym(@‘). 
This step of the program is carried out in Section 3. Using James’ 
approach to the representation theory of YE [2] and in particular his series 
in @’ with Specht modules factors, called here the James’ series, we obtain 
enough sufficient and necessary conditions for distributivity of .4sym(@A) in 
order to prove 
3.85 THEOREM. If A(f@')) is di~tri~~t~~e, then d < p(p f I), except, 
perhaps,ford=(p-l)+p(p+l). 
This theorem makes it all clear that we have to analyze only the first 
p(p + 1) W(d’. Furthe~ore, if d < p(p + 1) then the poset of jA becomes a 
chain. Its factors are PP” where 3, is a two part partition, /z = (I, m) with 
m < p. We call rl regular if I > m i- (P - 1) and singular otherwise. For a 
regular d we have the conclusive result. 
4.6.1. THEOREM. If I = (1, m) is a regular ~a~tit~un with m -=z p then 
A(WA)S4sYm(@A). 
The singular case will be treated elsewhere. 
We note one application of these results. The question of whether the lat- 
tice of all subvarieties of QIP * BP, is distributive was raised several times 
[3,4]. It was solved in negative for p = 2,3,5. in the papers cited above. 
We prove the same result for all primes. 
0.2. Notations and Terminology 
2 = ring of rational integers, 
2, = prime field of characteristic p, 
8 = the Ieast natural number congruent o n mod p, IZ E Z, 
n=theset {1,2 ,..., n}, 
IX/= the cardinality of a set X, 
M(n, p) = the semigroup of all n x pt matrices with entries in Z,, 
Yn = symmetric group on n symbols. 
For a ring R or, more generally, a domain of operators and a right R- 
module V, A,(Y) denotes the lattice of submodules of V. Only in the case 
R = M(n, p) we shall drop M(n, p) out of the notation writing A(V) for the 
corresponding lattice. 
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A module M over some symmetric group is called a symmetric module. 
In that case ASP(M) denotes the lattice of submodules of M. 
V, is said to be a D-module if n,(V) is distributive. 
For a subset X of an M(n, p) (symmetric) module, {X} ( (X) ) denotes 
the M(n, p) (symmetric) submodule generated by X. 
The end of a proof and hence the absence of a proof when one given is 
empty is signaled by 1. 
1. A CLASS OF M(n, P)-MODULES 
1.1, General Remarks 
In what follows k is a ground field of characteristic p. Let V be a finite 
dimensional k-space and M(n, p)-module. We let { ui: i E I} be a basis for 
V. For every matrix q = (x,,) E M(n, p) we have 
wherefjq) = f&x,) are certain functions on M(n, p) with values in a field 
k. Certainly these fi,. can be assumed to be a reduced polynomials, i.e., 
functions of the form f= Cac,Sj I-Ix;;, 0 <v,, < p. We shall call fi,. coef- 
ficient functions of VM(n,pj. Now we introduce a class %(n, d) of represen- 
tation of M(n, p) as follows. 
V ‘+f(% P) belongs to %?(n, d) if and only if V is a finite-dimensional 
M(n, p)-module and every coefficient function of V,,, Pj have the total 
degree < d and d < n. 
In what follows all M(n, p)-modules are assumed to belong to the class 
@(n, 4. 
A diagonal matrix 6, say, will be denoted here by 6 = diag(x,,..., xn), 
xi E Z,. We denote by D the totality of all diagonal matrices in M(n, p). 
We consider the homomorphisms 2: D + k’ where k’ stands for the mul- 
tiplicative semigroup of the field k. The totality of all such x will be denoted 
by Ch(D). We refer also to the elements of Ch(D) as weights. Let a = 
( *pi ,..., a,) be a string of n natural numbers ai, 0 < ai < p. The formula 
X,(diag(x, ,..., x,)) = x:1 . . . x; defines a nonzero weight of D. Since the 
number of weights obtained in this way is equal to IDI we obtain 
1.1 LEMMA. The algebra kD is semisimple and every weight of D has 
form X~ for some a. 1 
The lemma implies the existence of the ideimpotents eX, x E Ch(D), such 
that c,6=~(6) E, for all 6~ D. 
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Now let V be some iM(n, p)-module. Restricting V to D we see that V, 
splits off into the direct sum of D-submodules VE,, xgCh(D). We shah 
write V, for VE, and refer to it as a X-weight subspace of V. Those x for 
which I’, # 0 form a set of V-weights. 
On the other hand we shall say that an element f E V is X-homogeneous 
iff. 6 = ~(6) ffor all 6 ED. It is immediate that V, is just the totality of all 
X-homogeneous elements. 
We shall also associate with each x a mapping n,: X + Xn V,, where X 
ranges over all n(V). A subspace of V, we call closed if it is of the form 
Xn V, for some XE /1(V). In addition we let A”( V,) denote the totality of 
all closed subspaces. We have 
1.2. LEMMA. A subspace L in V, is closed if and o&y if L = (L ) n V,. 
Pvouf: Suppose L = Xn Vx for some XE A( V). Then (L} n V, c: Xn 
V, = L and the opposite inclusion is always true. 1 
1.3. LEMMA, For every V-weight x n, is an epimorphism of A(V) onto 
k’( v, ). 
Proof An easy verification yields that X n V, = XE, for every X E A(V). 
Hence (X+ Y) n Vx = (X+ Y) zX = XE, + YES = Xn V, + Yn V,. i 
1.4. D~F~ITION. A weight x is said to be extremal if the corresponding 
vector a consists of O’s and 1’s. 
For a vector a= (a,,..., a,) we denote by Ial the sum 
lal=al+m2+ ..v +a,. 
The set {i: ai # 0} will be denoted by supp(a) and its cardinal number will 
be termed the support of a, notation d(a). Moreover, if x is the weight 
associated with a and fis X-homogeneous then we set supp(~)=supp(a), 
S(X) = d(a) and similarly for supp( f) and ti( f ). 
For a M(n, p)-module V we denote by VP the subspace of all extremal 
forms, that is 
Ve= @ {V,: Xextremal). 
1.5. LEMMA. For every u E 9*, 
V’a c V”. 
Proof. 9m acts on the set of all vectors a = (ai,..., a,) by place per- 
mutations, i.e., at7 = (a,+,..., +,- 1). Now if x is a weight and x = xn then 
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we put xo = xaO. It is easy to check that iff is ;y-homogeneous, then fo is xcr 
homogeneous. The lemma follows. I 
In what follows we shall consider I” as a Yn-module with the Y;;- 
structure defined in the lemma above. 
1.6. LEMMA. lfx is a weight for V then d(x) G d. 
Proof We recall that V is assumed to be in the class %(n, d). The latter 
means that all coefficient functions have total degree <d and d < n. Thus if 
x is a weight for V and 0 # u E V is an element such that u6 = x(S) u, then 
completing u to a basis (u = u,, u2,..., urn} of I/ we have 
wherefu are a coefficient functions for V. Clearly then x(S) =fii(S) and so 
if x is given by ~(6) = x;’ . . . x:, 6 = diag(x, ,.#., x,), then x;;’ * . * xz; occurs 
as a monominial in the polynomi~~~,(x,~). Hence the total degree C;= 1 a-j 
of x;;’ ***x,“,” cannot exceed d. 1 
1.7. COROLLARY. rf x is a nonextremal V-weight, then d(x) < n. 1 
Let B be a n-dimensional &-space, so that M(n, p) is identified with 
End,(B) relative to a basis (bi,..., b,) for B. Let n, be a projection of B 
onto an ~-dimensional subspace given by bill, = bi for i < m and b,n, = 0, 
otherwise. Clearly z,M(n, p) rc,r M(m, p) and Vrr, is a M(m, p)-module. 
1.8. COROLLARY. Let VEW(n, d) and m be a number such that 
d < m <n. Then the lattices A,,,, ,,,( Vn,) and A,,,,, p,( V) are isomorphic 
under the mapping X + Xq,,, X E A ,,+, p,( V). 
Proof. First, we want to show that for every XEA,,,,,(V) we have 
X= { Xrc, >. Clearly it is enough to prove that fe (Xrc,) for every 
homogeneous f E X. 
So let f be a homogeneous element from A’. By 1.7. supp(f) is a subset of 
n of cardinal number 4 6 d. Hence there is a permutation cr such that 
supp(fc) = supp(f) CT 1 ies in m. Moreover if f is ~-homogeneous and 
supp(f) c_ m, then since x, E D and x(n,) = 1 we have fn,,, = x(z,,J S= f 
thus fo E Xn, and our statement is done. 
Finally, Xrc, c Xn V,,, and since 71, is an idempotent we ‘also have 
(Xn Vq,,) rr,,, = Xn Vn, belongs to Xrc, thus XE, = Xn Vn, which makes 
clear that zt, induces a lattice homomo~hism. It is l-l by the opening 
remark. [ 
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1.2. Linearization 
We now introduce three types of elements of End(B) we shall work with 
below. These are rii( t), i. je n t E Z,, defined by 
biz,(t) = bi+ tbj, b&t) = b,, k#i 
and called transvections and 6,(t), i E n, t E Z, defined by bidi = tb,, 
6,6,(t) = bj, j# i. Furthermore, we shall call a 5 E End(B) a permutation 
endomorphism (p.e.) if bit = bj for all iE n. The corresponding mapping 
i + j will also be denoted by 5. The p.e. such that i + j and k + k for all 
k # i will be denoted by cii 
Let FE %(n, d) be a M(n, p)-module. We remind that V’ is defined as 
@{V,: x extremal}. Furthermore for every x eCh(D) we have defined a 
lattice homomorphism rr: X+ XE,, XE A( V). Summing up all rrx we arrive 
at rc,: A(V)-+AsY”( V’), 7c e: X --, @ { X.sx: x extremal}. 
2.1. THEOREM. TC, is a lattice imbedding of A(V) into Asym( Ye). 
Proof: Lemma 1.3 yields that rc, is a lattice homomorphism. What 
remains to be done is to show that it is manic. To this end we shall prove 
that for every XE A(V), Xn I” generates X. 
Each V is a sum of its cyclic submodules. So we can assume that V is 
itself cyclic and is generated by f, say. Moreover, f can be assumed to be x- 
homogeneous for a nonextremal weight x. Let a = (a1 ,..., CI~) be the vector 
associated with x. Since x is a nonextremal weight ai > 1 for some i. Using 
a suitable 0 E Yn we can assume that di > 1. 
It follows from 1.7 that there is an ie n such that ai= 0. Pick a transvec- 
tion r,,(t) and form f’(t) =fiJr). It can be written down in the form 
f’=fo+lf,+ ... +tp-Ifp-,. (1) 
Nowf, is equal tofbecause ~~~(0) is the identity mapping and sof’(0) =f 
and f’(0) =fO by (1). In addition using the equalities r,,(t). di(u) = 
di(u) r,,(tu) and x(6Ju)) = 1 we obtain 
f’6i(u) = (S6i(u)) 51i(u) =filittu). 
The latter implies that 
f’ai(u)=f+ t(f16i(u))+ “* + tPP’(fp_,Si(U)) 
=f+(tu)f, + ... + (tU)p-tf,_,. 
Comparing coefficients at t in both expressions we conclude that 
f,6i(u) = uf or in other words fi has weight 1 at bi in an obvious sense. 
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Next pick 6,(u) and consider two cases: 
(a) u#O. 
In this case we use identity r,,(t) 6,(u)=6,(u) rJtu-‘) to derive as 
above that 
f’6,(u)=(f6,(u))~,,(tu-1)=u~‘(fi~i(tu-~)) 
=U”qf+fu--lfi+ ~~~)=u”y-+tu-tfi+ . . . . 
Comparing this expression with 
f’s,(U)=~~(U)+t(fi61(U))+ . ..Y 
we see thatf,6,(u)=ualPtf,. 
(b) u = 0. 
Now we have the equality r1,(t)~6i(0)=6i(t) l,(. It follows that 
f’sl(o)= (fsl(f)) <Ii= t”‘(f51i)~ 
Again comparing with 
we deduce that fi 6,(O) = 0 because ai > 1 by hypothesis. 
Summarizing the above results, we have shown that fi 6 i(u) = ZP- tfi for 
all u which means that fi has weight a i - 1 at b i. As regards all other bj, 
j# 1, i a routine check shows that fi has the same weight with respect to 
them as f does. Hence fi is a Xa,-homogeneous element where a’ = 
(ai - l,..., l,...) (all dots denote components of a’ common with a and 1 
stands on the ith place). 
The final step is to prove equality {f} = {fi } since we can assume by 
induction that our assertion holds forf,. 
First, we note that every fj involved in (1) belongs to {f} and in par- 
ticular {fi} c (f}. 
Conversely pick a p.e. ril and a Si(0) from End(B). By hypothesisf is x- 
homogeneous with x such that x(6,(t)) = 1 for all t. This implies that 
$3,(O) =f and consequently frli(r) tj, =fS,(O) ri,(t) til. Using further the 
equality Si(0) z,,(t) til = 6,(1 + t) Si(O) we obtain 
j-‘&l = (l+ t)atf=& + t(fi<[i)+ . . . . (2) 
Equating coefficients at t we have a,f =fi ril and the result follows. 1 
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1.3. Mapping 9 
3.1. DEFINITION. An element f of a M(n, p)-module V is termed mul- 
tilinear if ji,( t) = f + t(ftii) f or every transvection rii, i, jE n. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. For a M(n, p)-module VE %(n, d) we have 
(i) Every multilinear homogeneous element is extremal. 
(ii) Conversely, lff is an extremal element of maximal support in V 
and d-c n, then f is multilinear. 
Proof: (i) Suppose that f is not extremal. Then if xII is the weight 
off we can assume that a1 is greater than 1. By 1.7. b(x) <n and hence 
there is an ie n which does not belong to supp(f) Using again the 
equality z,,(t)6,(0)=6,(t).r,, we get fili(t)6,(0)=t”‘(Xli)=fs,(O)+ 
t(f<dl(0)) = t(f5A becausef~,(O) = x(S,(O))f= 0 and t,iS,(O) = (Ii. BY 
hypothesis ai > 1 which implies that flu = 0. The latter leads to a con- 
tradiction. For since fS,(O) =f and (Sj(0) <ii) rii =Si(0) we have 
(Xii) til =J: So ai = 1 and (i) is done. 
(ii) We may again assume that supp(f) #n. Let i E n - supp(f). It 
follows from the proof of 2.1 that in the decomposition 
fili(t)=f+ tfi + “’ + tPelfp-, 
each fi is homogeneous with respect to all bi, except, perhaps, 6,. 
Moreover, the weight off, with respect o every bj, j# 1, i, is the same as 
that off and the weight of fi with respect o bi equals i. 
Let the weight off be xa. It follows from what was said above that for 
every homogeneous component 4, say, off, and the corresponding weight 
x,, we have Ia’1 > i+ la1 - 1. Hence Ia’1 > Ial =cl(f) for all i32 and since 
[a’[ does not decrease under the process described in the proof of 2.1 we 
can obtain an element of a support greater than Ial = d(f), a contradiction. 
Thus fi = 0 for all i 2 2. So we take up the case of fi . Since f, 6 i(u) = fi 
for all u # 0 fi may have only two homogeneous components f’p) and 
f p--l) of weight 0, p - 1 at b,, respectively. If f jp- l) were not zero, we 
would substitute it by an extremal element of support (p - 1) + d(f) due to 
2.1, a contradiction. Hence fI =fi”) and we have further 
It remains to consider the case when a transvection ru is taken such that 
Jo supp(f). Let i be any integer outside of supp( f ). A simple verification 
yields: Si(0) 7,,(t) t,=Si(O) rlj(t) and Si(0) ~ii~,i=Si(0) rrj. Hence fiIj(t)= 
@i(O) T,j(t) =fTli(t) rij and furthermore by the first part of the proof 
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hii =f+ t(f5J. Thus we havejiij(t) =frii + t(jXj1i5ii). Using once again 
thatfdi(O)=fand Si(0) r,=Si(O) we get 
which is the desired result. 1 
Let G,,, be the class of all finite-dimensional k-representations of the 
symmetric group Ym and let G(“) stand for the U;= I G,,,. As we know a 
homogeneous ubspace VX of VE %(n, d) when weight 1 has maximal sup- 
port belongs to 6 @). In general there are several weights of maximal sup- 
port but every two such weights x and $ satisfy the equality $ = xo for 
some QE yj. Let us agree therefore to understand under the weight of 
maximal support (I the weight xa where a = (l,..., 1,0 ,..., 0), [al = (I. The 
corresponding homogeneous ubspace will be denoted by I’,,,. 
We now can set up a mapping 8: %(n, d) --t G(“) which takes every V on 
its subspace 5?( V) = I’,,,. We note that if 4: V-+ U is an epimorphism, 
then 2(V) 4 = S(U), because every weight subspace of U is the image 
under 4 of the corresponding weight subspace of I’. 
Another mapping related to I’,,, is that which maps /i(V) onto 
/jc’( I’,,,,,) by 1.3. We denote it by ‘II,,,. The situation with /jcl( V,,,) can be 
clarified much further. Namely, we are going to show that /jc’( k’,,,) coin- 
cides with nsym( I’,,,,,) and moreover nmax has a right inverse as a poset 
mapping. These statements follow from 
3.3. LEMMA. Let L be a subspace of a multilinear homogeneous elements 
of support d in a M(n, p)-module V. Consider L as a 9 ,-module and define 
p: ASy”(L) -+/i(V) by: p(Z)= (I} for every ZEA”~“(L). Then p(Z)n L= 1 
for every If2 Asy”(L). 
Proof We start with the following remarks. Suppose that f is a mul- 
tilinear element, then {f } is the k-span of all fi, where c ranges through 
the set of all p.e.‘s. 
Let kM denote the semigroup algebra of M(n, p) over k. Put U = (0: f) 
for the set of all u E kM such that fu = 0. Then z,(t) E e + ttii mod U and if 
6 = diag(x, ,..., x,), then 6 E (x1 . . . x,) e, where e is the identity matrix and 4 
equals to the support off: We claim that for every r) E M(n, p) q = 1 ze< 
mod U, for some set of p.e.‘s t and coefficients zy E Z,. 
Let associate with every q E M(n, p) the number m(q) equals to the sum 
of the length of the first 0 rows of q where the length of a row is the number 
of its nonzero coefficients. If m(q)<d, then either q has a zero row and 
hence rl= Si(0) q E U or q is a p.e. and our claim holds for v]. Further we 
induct on m(q). 
Pick a nonzero row of q, say, b,q = C z,bj with zi4 # 0. Let y = xi+, z,bj 
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and choose a number j outside of supp(f‘). We define 4~ M(n,.p) by 
biq5 = y, bid = ziqb,, and bkd = b,? for all k # i, j. Clearly r,-d and q agree 
on all bi, ic supp(f) whence q = r& mod U. Moreover riiq5 = 4 + ti,q4 and 
t,q5 = ziqll/, where + takes bj on b, and agrees with q5 otherwise. This shows 
that q E q+  zi,ll/ mod U and since both m(d) and m(G) are strictly less 
than m(q) the desired decomposition exists for q+ and Ic/ by the inductive 
hypothesis and we are done. 
Finally, we observe that for each <, supp(f<) = supp(f) if and only if the 
restriction of 4 on supp(f) induces a permutation of the latter. That means 
that if Z is a Y6-submodule of L and g E (I} n L, then there exists a set of 
elements fi ,..., fn in Z such that g = C ai fy + f’, where ci E Y: and f' is the 
sum of the elements of smaller than 8 support. It follows that g = 1 c(; f p 
since g - 1 qf O1 and f' belong to the different weight spaces of V. 1 
3.4. COROLLARY. For every VE V(n, d) A”( V,,,) = Asym( V,,,) and 
?c max p = id. 
Proof: Clearly every closed subspace is a x-submodule. Conversely, 
every ZE Asym( I’,,,) is closed by the previous lemma. 1 
3.5. THEOREM. Let SE %(n, d) be an irreducible M(n, p)-module. Then 
(i) Y(S) coincides with the set of all multilinear elements of S. 
(ii) Y(S) is an irreducible symmetric module. 
(iii) S is absolutely irreducible. 
Proof: Suppose that L is a subspace of homogeneous, multilinear 
elements of S. Then L generates S, and hence by the proof of 3.3, support 
of every element of S is no greater than support of L. Hence L c 2(S). 
Moreover L = {L} n Y(S) by 3.3, while since {L) = S we have L = 
Sn z(S) = 9(S). This proves (i) and (ii). 
(iii) Let k be a subfield of K. Clearly KQ kS belongs to the class 
U”(n, d) formed over K. Suppose that V is a submodule of K@ S and let 
4 E Y( V). Certainly q5 = C q.f, K,E K and f runs over some set of elements 
in S. We may assume that (rc,-} are k-linearly independent. Now, from 
#z,(t) = q4 + ttj<ii it follows that C K,(fT&t) -f - tf5,) = 0. The well-known 
properties of tensor products imply that fi,(t) = f + tflii or in other words 
f E (S). Thus Y(V) c KQ Y(S) and since the latter is irreducible 
V= K@ S. The assertion follows. 1 
The last theorem enables us to formulate the following problem. First, 
we associate a partition p + m with an irreducible module S in $?(n, d) if 
5?(S) in the irreducible Ym-module associated with .D [2, 11.51. The 
module S will be denoted by VP. It will be proved in the next section that 
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the composition factors of F9@) are among the composition factors of 
WA = @fro’ @+i) ( see 2.3.2). Thus we ask: Given a partition R ~--n describe 
all partitions 1~ + m, m <n, such that F‘ occurs among the composition 
factors of WA. 
We note that in zero characteristic the answer to the similar question is 
well known and is called the Young Rule [2, 26.6 J. 
We now proceed to the formulation of a theorem which yields a set of k- 
generators in every principal submodule of V and its weight subspaces. 
Under a generic endomorphism we understand those endomorphisms 
whose matrix entries are “unspecified” variables over Z,. 
Let us fix a family of distinct indeterminates tii, 1 d i, j< n, over 2,. Let 
q be a generic endomorphism with entries tii. We form the set of the 
monomials T,,, = nty, 0 < vij < p and C vii < d. The application of q to any 
element f~ V gives rise to the decomposition 
called, below, the generic decomposition. 
3.6. THEOREM. Let f be an element of V and fq = &,, IT,,,&, its generic 
decomposition. Then 
(i) (f) is k-ge~eroted by (f&). 
(ii) There are polynomials pCYj,CP,(tii) over Zp such that for every 
tb E Jwn, P), 
-f&45 = c P(,),(u,(QI) ftlt) 
(PI 
Proof: Suppose that (i) is not true . Let N= ((v,),..., (vr)] be the 
maximal set of subscrips such that (~~y,j -I-ff f f form k-independent set in 
V/(f). Then for every (v) not in N we have 
We also have 
Putting (*) into (**) we get 
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Therepj(f,i) = T(,) + CcV)eN “(v),i T (v)y and so p,(tii) are reduced polynomials 
in k[tii]. Furthermore pi’s are mapped into zero by every specialization 
tii + ZP, because t(,,) ‘s are linearly independent module {f}. Thus every pi 
is zero as a function on Z;’ and hence it is formally zero, a contradiction. 
(ii) Let $ be another generic endomorphism built on the set of 
indeterminates uii. The composition q$ has matrix liuJ, say, where ud are 
linear functions in tk, and u,~. Applying q$ we get 
f(rl$) =; T,,,(Q) f,,,. 
Y 
Moreover, we can write down each Tcv,(u,i) in the form 
This yields upon substitution inf(qll/) that 
On the other hand 
Thus we have 
Applying the first part of the theorem to the M(n, p)-submodule (0) we get 
and (ii) follows. 1 
For every number m E Z we denote by mred the smallest positive number 
such that t”’ = t”@ as functions on Z,. 
Furthermore, given a matrix (v) = (v~), vii E Z, we denote by ai the 
number (xi v~)~=*. Finally, we put a(v) = (a,(v),..., a,(v)). 
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3.7. COROLLARY. Let fCv, come from the generic decomposition off E V. 
Then f(“, has weight xoCvj and 
If I n V,. = span<f,,,: 44 = a >. 
Proof. Pick 6 = diag(u, ,..., u,) and set + = 6 in the proof of (ii) of the 
previous theorem. It is easy to check that uij = tguj and consequently 
T&,) = (ni,j “7) nj Z+“Y This clearly shows that fCyj8 = n U/Q(“) f(“, 
which proves the first part of the corollary. 
Finally, suppose that g E {f } n VzO. By the preceding theorem g = 
C rq,&. Moreover, each f(“, has weight Q,, and since V is a direct sum of 
weight spaces the assertion follows. 1 
2. THE CASE OF INFINITE FIELD 
2.1. 
In this chapter k is an infinite field of characteristic p. We shall analyse 
B@) as an M(n, k)-module. As was pointed out to me by Dr. L. G. Kovacs 
this problem has already been taken up in [S] and [6]. 
The first version of this chapter has been changed in the course of dis- 
cussions of its subject with Dr. L. G. Kovacs. It became apparent that the 
poset of submodules J’ (see 1.6) comprise all join-irreducible submodules 
of B@). More specifically I owe to Dr. L. G. Kovacs Proposition 3.1 and 
an elegant proof of the necessary part of Theorem 2.5 [7]. 
The canonical form of a monomial. By definition l%‘(d) is the k-span of all 
monomials mi = xt,..., x,” such that i = (i i ,..., i,) satisfies 1 iI = c,“= 1 ii = d. 
1.1. LEMMA. Let V be a M(n, k)-submodule of WCd). If v = CK,fO Kimi, 
rci E k, lies in V, then mi E V for every i. 
ProoJ Let D be the diagonal semigroup of M(n, k). Then for every 6 = 
diag( t, ,..., t,), tie k, out of D it holds that u6 = C tc,tT ... tff miE V. The 
functions ai: k” --f k given by ai = ty *** ti are k-linearly independent. 
This implies that miE V for every i (cf. proof of 1.3.6). 1 
1.2. COROLLARY. The lattice A,,,,,,( vd’) is distributive. 
Proof. Every M(n, k)-submodule V of B’(d) is completely determined by 
the set Z(V) of its monomials. The correspondence V + Z(V) embeds 
A MCn,k)( wd)) into the lattice of all subsets of the set of all monomials of 
degree d. 1 
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1.3. COROLLARY. Each join-irreducible submodule of W’“’ can be 
generated by a single monomial. 1 
Let e be the least natural number aLog,( 
1.4. DEFINITION. A p-partition 3. of a number d is an e-tuple i = 
PO, 4 >.*.9 A,_ i) of nonnegative natural numbers which satisfy the equation 
e-l 
C A,p’=d. (1) 
i=O 
The set of all p-partitions of d will be denoted by P(d). 
Every monomial miE W Cd1 determines the p-partition n(mi). To describe 
it we define e functions ak on the set of all monomials. If mi = xi; . . . xi, 
write ij to base p as follows: 
e-1 
ij= C i:p” with 0 Q i,” < p 
k=O 
and then set 
(2) 
j= 1 
We now put x(m,) = (a,(m,),..., a,- l(m,)). It follows immediately from 
definition of the ak that x(m,)E P(d) for all mi. Conversely, every p-par- 
tition can be obtained as n(mi) for a suitable mi. 
In the opposite direction we can attach to every J E P(d) the canonical 
monomial m, which has 11 as its p-partition. Namely, m, is defined by 
e-l a‘ ml= n n x%+...+&,+i 
k=O i= 1 
(3) 
1.5. PROPOSITION. For every monomial mi we have (m,} = (m,}, where 
1= z(mi). 
Proof Without loss of generality we can assume that mi = x7 .. . xt, 
ii # 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., k. We select a variable xi, say, and m = z: + . . . + i;- 1 . . auxrhary variables yi,..., y, which do not belong to the support of mi. A 
substitution x, + y, + .** + y,, xk -+ xk, k> 1, maps mi onto a sum of 
monomials with the monomial 
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among them, where 
: 
m,= ti Yf, . . . ..-I+.. 
i=l 
Hence by 1.1 m”’ E (m,}. But conversely glueing all y’s back with x, we 
recover m, from m(l), so that (mi} = {m”)}. 
Repeating this process with respect to xi ,..., x, we eventually arrive at m, 
and clearly (ml} = {mi}. [ 
Remark. The proved proposition represents actually the linearization 
process applied to F@” in the setting of this chapter. 
We know that every join-irreducible in lP’) has form {m,} for some 
i E P(d). 
1.6. Notation. For every ;1 E P(d) we denote by J’ the M(n, k)-sub- 
module generated by m, . 
2.2. 
The structure of J”. As we know J” is a join-irreducible submodule in 
l@‘). Hence it has the unique maximal submodule, denoted here by r(P). 
The quotient J’/r(J”) is clearly an irreducible M(n, k)-module. 
2.1. Notation. J’/r(J”) will be denoted by W’ for every I E P(d). 
In all questions related to J’ the following partial order on P(d) is 
crucial. 
2.2. DEFINITION. We say that ,J > p for every 2, p E P(d) if and only if 
holds for every k = 0, l,..., e - 1. 
This definition turns P(d) into a poset. To describe this poset it will suf- 
lice to characterize the adjacent in our order pairs of p-partitions. We call p 
to be adjacent to a, a situation denoted by p <’ 1 if and only if p < i and 
iiv: ,u<v<a. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let ;1= (A,, A, ,..., il,+ ,). Then p 4 A if and only if 
P = (&, 1 1 ,..., Aj - p, Aj + , + l,...) for some j such that Al > p. 
Proof. It is immediate from the definitions of a p-partition and the 
order “<” that vi given by vi= (2, ,..., Lj- p, Lj+, + l,..., A,-,) belongs to 
48,199!?-8 
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P(d) and vj < A for all appropriate j. Moreover vi % vj for every i # j. It 
remains to prove that for every p < A there is a vj such that p < vj < 1. 
For a given p= (p,,,..., u+ i) such that p < ,? let i be the first number 
such that 
i &pk> i /lkPk. 
k=O k=O 
Then Aj = pj for all j < i as follows from the equalities C{=, Ak pk = 
CiEo ,&pk. Thus li > pi and obviously Ai - pi = 0 mod p, whence the 
inequality Ai - p 2 pi follows. The relation vi > p is now clear. m 
2.4. COROLLARY. The order diagram (P(d), < ) has form 
where Ai=(d-pi, 60 ,... ), pi=(d-p(p+i), i, 1,0 ,... ), vi=(d-p(2p+i), 
i, 2, 0 ,... ), etc. 1 
The main result about J’ is 
2.5. PROPOSITION. For every 1 E P(d) we have J” = k-span(mi: 
n(mi) Q A>. 
Proof We recall that J”^ is M(n, k)-generated by m,. The latter is a 
product of e monomials m,, where mlk = np= 1 xc+ _. + Ik-, + i. The m,,‘s 
and m, are multilinear elements and that implies that every monomial in J” 
has form ml< for some p-endomorphism 5 (cf. 1.3.3). It is now evident that 
every monomial mi from J’ has form mi= n;;b rnc, where mk is of 
degree A,. 
Suppose that mi = n;;=k rnt lies in J’. We observe that the factor 
r-I kar rng is a pr power of a monomial and has degree xkbr 1,~~. On the 
other hand, the unique largest factor of mi which is a p’ power of an 
element has degree C,, r pkpk, where n(mi) = ,u. In view of the equality 
x;;t,&pk=x;:b/Lkpk=d We See that &<r&pk>&<r&pk and the 
relation 12 p follows. 
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Conversely, if p < J is given we can assume that p 4 I. Then by 2.3 p = 
(A 0 ,..., ij - p, S+ I + l,... ), ,Ij 2 p. We select further a p variables from the lj 
variables {x h+ +A,_, + iI i = 1,2 ,..., s} and define the p-endomorphism [ 
as follows: 5 glues these variables with one of them and leaves the rest 
unchanged. Obviously mi< = m, and the claim follows. 1 
2.6. COROLLARY. For every Ill’ we have r(P) = k-span(mi: 
n(m,) < 1) and WA = k-span(m,: z(mi) = A). 
Proof: First of all we note that mls taking part in the second formula is 
meant to be the images of mi under the natural homomorphism J’ + WA. 
By definition of r(J’I), mi E r(P) if and only if it generates a proper sub- 
module of J’. We know by 1.5 that {m,} = {mn(mi)} and this proves the first 
assertion. The second statement follows directly from the first. 1 
2.3. 
The composition factors of tid’. The last problem of this Section will be 
a description of the composition factors of tid’ as an M(n, k)-module. We 
begin with the following proposition. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let A4 be a R-module with a distributive lattice of sub- 
modules in which each submodule is a finite joint of join-irreducibles JA, 
1 E A. Let r(P) denote the unique maximal submodule of J’. Then all com- 
position factors of A4 has form J*/r(J”). 
Proof: Let S = V/U, U c VC 44, be a composition fractor of M. Write 
down V as a finite join of J%, i.e., V = xlcno J’, where A, is a finite subset 
of A. Suppose that I is such index that Un J’ E r(J’I), at least one such 1 
exists. We claim that U n Jp = Jp for all p # 1, p E /i,. 
Indeed, if U n P E r(P), then Jp + U = J’ + U since Vf U is an irreducible 
R-module by hypothesis. This implies that Jp = Jp n U + P n J” and as 
P n U in a proper submodule of Jp and Jp is join-irreducible we have Jp = 
Jp n J”. Analogously J” = JA n Jp, a contradiction. Hence V/U = J’/U n J” = 
J’/r(J’) because V/U is an irreducible R-module. 1 
We define now the M(n, k)-modules rifi) which are to be the building 
blocks for the composition factors of J+@‘. 
Let IQ&) be a M(n, k)-module generated by a monomial ma,k = 
(x1 . . . xp, a, k a natural numbers. Wk) is a join-irreducible submodule of 
Wtda) and therefore Wckn)/r( Wp)) is an irreducible M(n, k)-module. We set 
mka) = W(,“)/r( Wi&)). We shall drop k in ma), when k = 0. 
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3.2. THEOREM. For every 1 E P(d), 
Proof First, let us examine closer a module Rb). It is quite clear that 
7c(ma,k) =(0 )...) a )...) 0), where a occupies the kth place. Furthermore 
according to 2.6 VP) has a base formed by the i.mages, call them fi,, of the 
monomials mj such that rc(m,) = (O,..., a,..., 0). But every such mi has form: 
mj = (x~)~I .. . (x$‘)“‘, I,“= i i, = CL and 0 < ii < p for all j. 
More generally if mj has II = (lo,..., A,+ i) as its p-partition, then mj fac- 
tors out in the form mj = rnjO. . mj,-, , where mjk = (xpk$. . . (x,dl) Jf and & = 
C:=, jP (see(2)). A n conversely, every such product gives a monomial d 
associated with A. This remark and 2.6 makes it clear that dim WA = 
I-I;: b dim PiAk) = dim @;I: @j$). It is left to point out an epimorphism 
g;=; rvp + WA. 
To this end we note that all products fi, 0 . . . @ fi,_, , fii,- E Fj$), com- 
prise a basis in ok wj$). Now define 4: 8;:: @p) + W’ by: 4: 
%()Q ‘.. QrE,~,+miO’.‘mi~+, and extend it on the @;=b rj$) by 
linearity. 
Clearly 4 is onto and a routine check shows that it is a M(n, k)- 
homomorphism. Thus the theorem follows. 1 
3.3. Remark. We note that @‘p) is the pkth power of the representation 
afforded by Pea). Thus, restricting to M(n, p) we have P~)E @al and 
consequently W* 2 W(h) @ . ’ . @ m(Aeml) asa M(n, p)-module. Moreover, it 
is easy to see that IV(,) is an irreducible M(n, p)-module and hence so are 
all IVia). 
Finally, we discuss a relationship between W’ and the Frobenious per- 
mutation module QA associated with 1 [2,4.1]. 
We start with the following remark. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let m, be the monomial associated with 1 by formula (3). 
Then 
(mA> =@“. 1 
From now on we consider @” as a subspace of W’. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. For every improper partition A of n the subspace of all 
multilinear forms in WA coincides with CD”. 
Proof: Let f be a homogeneous multilinear form, mj be any monomial 
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involved inf: According to 2.6 rr(m,) = Iz or equivalently a,(mi) = I, for all 
k. This amounts by (2) to k equalities 
(4) 
j=O 
If for every in supp(m,) we have Ck ii” = sj, where .sj = 0, 1, then it is quite 
clear that m, = rnA6 for a. suitable u E 9”. Hence we assume that aj = 
Ck ii” > 1 for some jE supp(m,). 
By 1.3.2 m, is an extremal element and so aj = 1 mod(p - 1) for all Jo 
supp(mi). Furthermore, cj aj= IA1 = n and hence we have for a = [supp( 
thefollowingtr+~(aj-l)=~orrl~nmod(p-1).Sinceaj-l~Oforat 
least one Jo supp(mi) we conclude that 6 < n. 
Therefore there exists a k$ supp(mi). Applying to mi the transvection 
Gus we obtain the form mizjk(t) whose summand at t2, say q5,(mi), is non- 
zero. In addition using tkj and the argument leading to formula (2) of Sec- 
tion 1 we see that for every monomial m’ involved in ti2(mi) rn’tkj equals 
mi. This demonstrates that &(mJ’s coming from different rnis involved inf 
do not have common basic monomials. Hence &(f) = C &(mi) is nonzero, 
a contradiction to the hypothesis that f is multilinear. 1 
3.6. COROLLARY. For every nonzero M(n, p)-submodule V of W’ 
Vn@“#O. 
Proof: By 1.3.2 V contains a nonzero multilinear elements. 1 
3. ON FROBENIOUS MODULE @" 
3.1. Basic Notations 
In this section we shall be interested in the structure of Frobenious 
module @” to be defined below associated with a two part partition 
A = (l, m), 12 m. We set n for the norm IA\ of 2 
12) =Z+m. (1) 
We also say that 3, is a partition of n. Along with partitions we shall be 
working with improper partitions of n, meaning ordered pairs of natural 
numbers satisfying (1). The fact that 1 is a partition of n will be denoted by 
1 I- n and we shall use I k n for an improper partition of n (see [7]). 
We shall also be using notation I, for an improper partition (I, m) = 
(n-m, m) ofn. 
As it is well known a number of combinatorial objects are associated 
with 1. We list them below referring for details to James’ book [2]. 
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We shall denote by [A] the Young diagram corresponding to E, I- n. We 
assign a letter t to a A-tableau, i.e., an arrangement of the numbers 1, 2,..., n 
in [A], and denote by t[A] (cf. [IS]) the set of all A-tableaux. 
We fix two sets of variables x, ,..., x, and y, ,..., y,. For a subset OL of n we 
define x, (resp. y,) as niGaxi (resp rJiea vi). Next we associate with a 
t E t[A] the monomial m(t) =x, yg, where a (resp. 8) is the set of numbers 
occupying the first (resp. the second) row of t. Now we define @” as the k- 
span of all m(t) with t running over the t[A]. 
For a partition i = (I, m) and a i-tableau t we let C,(t), q = 1, 2,..., m, to 
be the subgroup of Sp, consisting of all column permutations of the first q 
columns of t. Let E be the alternating character of ym(“,, i.e., the function 
z --) k such that s(o) = + 1 when G is an even permutation of n and - 1 
otherwise. Then Eq(t) is set to be equal to c(Cy(t)), where 
&(Cq(t)) = 1 E(b). 0. (2) 
a E cqw 
We adopt the convention to write Cm(t) as C(t) and similarly c(t) for e,(t). 
Now the Specht polynomial corresponding to a I-tableau t is defined by 
e(t) = m(t) E(t). 
Furthermore the subspace of @’ generated by all e(t), t E t[AJ, will be 
called the Specht submodule of Qi” and denoted by S”. 
Finally, following James [2] we put a non-degenerate, symmetric, 
bilinear form ( , ) on QA by setting: 
(-% Yg, xy Ycd = 1 if x,Y~~=x~Y~ 
and 0 otherwise. 
Given a subspace V of @” we denote by VL the annihilator of V with 
respect to ( , ), i.e., V’ = (ME @: (0, 2.4) =0 for all v E V>. 
3.2. 
The module G(,,. We define G,,, as the direct sum of all Cp,, 
Clearly G,,,, is the sum of n+ 1 ~-modules @p(n-m,m), m =0, l,..., n. We 
consider G(,) as a graded yn-module. Two families of graded yn,- 
homomorphisms will be defined as follows (cf. [9]). 
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0) a,,,: G(,) + GW q= 0, l,..., n, acts on each component x, ys E 
QcLrn) by: 8,.,(x, ys) = s c {XrYsu/G 6ca & lSl=q) if q<f and 0, 
otherwise; 
(ii) a,,,: G(,) -, G(,), q = 0, l,..., n, acts on each component x, ys~ 
Q(b) by 
if q d m and 0, otherwise. We introduce also the automorphism i: 
G,,, + G,,, by the formula: For every I k n and x, y,, E Qa ;(x, yp) = xg y,. 
It is clear that i takes QcLrn) onto O(m*‘) for every (I, m). 
We now record some properties of 8i,4. The first of them shows that ai,,, 
behaves like a derivation. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let u = (x, yp)(x, ya) E Qp” and A k n. Then 
ai,q(u) = 2 ai,r(xa Yfl) ’ ai,q-rr(Xy Ye). I 
r=O 
2.2. LEMMA. For every q = 0, l,..., n we have 
i4,,,=a,,-i. 1 
We adopt the convention to denote by 4” the restriction of a 
homomorphism 4: G,,, + G,,, on @“. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. For every q, r and I = (I, m) k n we have 
0) Ca,,,a,,,l”=(I-m-q+l)a:,_,. 
’ (ii) 4,q%,= (4;‘) 4,q+r. 
Proof: Let a=xGLyS~@. If q>l+l, then [82,1,~1,q]‘(~)=0 and so 
does a:,,-,(u), so that (i) holds. 
Now assume that q < I+ 1. Since al,,(u) = C, xy y, v B we have 
a,,,a,,q(u)=C,CC~~Yu~Yi=Crnix,~i, where E is a one-point subset of 
SW/I and EU[=~U/?. In particular l[l =m+q- 1. 
Clearly ni is the number of subsets 8 of n containing /I and [ such that 
101 = /(I + 1. Two cases can occur: 
(a) [ > /I. Now ny equals to the number of subsets 0 of n containing 
the given set [ and moreover 101 = I[\ + 1. Since Ii1 =m + q- 1 there are 
exactly n - (m + q - 1) = I- q + 1 points outside the c. Hence ni = 
(l-q+ 1). 
(b) cv/3. This condition implies that l[ufil = I[1 + 1. Hence 0= 
[u/I is unique. Thus nc = 1 in this case. 
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Summing up both cases we do obtain 
%A&)= c (l-q+l)x,Yc+  XqYr* i=P isP 
Turning to c?,,,c?,,,(u) one easily finds that 
There, n,, is the number of subsets 8 of n containing ~1 and q and having 
one more element than GI, i.e., 101 = lcll + 1. Again if ye oz a, then 8 must be 
equal to LX u ye. On the other hand if q c u, then 8 can be equal to any u u i, 
ie /?. Thus n, = 1, if v] $ CI and m, otherwise. Accordingly we have 
However, q c a is equivalent to <xP and so we conclude that 
[a,,,,a,,,l(u)=C,,.(f-m-q+l)x,yi=(1-m-q+1)C,,.x,yr. As 
a,,,_ i(u) is by definition CVca xV y, (i) follows. 
(ii) From definition of c?,,~ we have 
~l,y~~,r(xx YD) = C ~l,4(xr Ydu& = C 1 xq YC = 1 nqx4 Y,. 
Y Y v 
There, n, equals the number of subsets y of CI containing the given g. Since 
191 =l--(q+r) and Iyj =1-r, while lorl=l we have n,=(Yzr). m 
In the next proposition we restate a line duality noticed and proved first 
by James [9]. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. For euery 1, pkn such that A= (1, m) and p = (I - q, 
m+q) we have 
and 
Ker ai,, = (Im a;,,)’ 
Ker a;,, = (Im a;,,)‘. 1 
We note only that Proposition 2.4 is connected to the diagram 
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3.3. The James’ Series 
Given a partition I = (l, m) of n we define a 9n-submodule Qii of @” for 
every 06 q <m by CD: =k-span(m(t) s,(t): t runs over the set of all a- 
tableaux). Right from definition we have @A = Cp’, @k = S” and it is easy to 
check that @i+ 1 c @i for every q. Thus we arrive at a series 
@p”3@;3 .** 3Qi;=, ... 3@;j,=S”3(0) (3) 
of submodules of @‘. It is a very particular example of a series constructed 
in @’ for every partition p in [2]. We call (3) the James series for CD”. 
The main property of James’ series is that for every q, 0 d q <m, 
dip; + , Lz 94. (4) 
We shall require later polynomials slightly more general than e(t). First, 
we introduce a form o,(c), where r is a naturai number and 5 is a subset of 
n, as the following sum: 
Then for 
o,(i)=C (x,Yp:@uB=i& MI =r). 
we set e,(t) by 
t= 
11 ’ *--Gx *** x 
j, . . ‘j, x.. I x 
e,(f) = (xv YA#) f a,-,@% (6) 
where q= (il ,..., i4}, c= {j, ,..., j,} and 0=n-(ru[). 
We denote by Si the submodule of @” k-spanned by all e,(t), t E $21. 
3.4. The Image and Kernel of d,, 
We start with the following obvious 
4.1. LEMMA. The set of all fixed points of GA, A.= (I, m), is equal to 
&An). I 
The submodules St get into the picture by the way of the following 
4.2. PROPOSITION. For every submodule M t @“, ;1= (I, m) there exists a 
q, 0 6 q 6 m, such that MI Si. 
Proof. Actually we prove a somewhat stronger assertion, namely, that 
for any u E (D” there exists a set of transposition rt ,..., r9, 0 < q <m, and a 
I-tableau t such that u(nT= I (1 - zl)) = a. e,(t), LY E k. 
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We induct on m. Since @ (n*“) E k, the trivial one-dimensional YE~module, 
the case m = 0 is clear. Assume that the assertion is true for all m’ < m. 
Pick an u out of @“. If u( 1 - z) = 0 for all transposition T u = m,(n) = 
cre,(t) by the previous lemma. Otherwise there exists a transposition 
r = (r, 4) such that u( 1 - r) # 0. We write u in the form 
where all the ui,i are forms containing no’ variables x,, x,, y,, y,. Applying 
(1 - z) one easily gets 
4l- 7) = (xr Yd -X,Yr)(U,,o - UO,l) = t&Y, - X,Y,). UC’)> 
where ~6’) is a nonzero form from @-‘,“-‘). Now by the induction 
hypotheses there is a set { r2,..., T,} such that u(‘)(np=, (1 - 7,)) = 
c(. e4- i(t). Our assertion follows immediately from this equality. i 
Remark. We note that it follows from the proof above that the maximal 
q such that MI Si is determined by the condition usy+ i(t) = 0 for all u E M 
and all TV $21. 
4.3. LEMMA. For every partition A = (1, m), I-tableau t and a natural 
number q such that p = (1- q, m + q) is again a partition we have 
adeAt)) = (“z”, ‘) e,(t’) 
for every r < m and where t’ is any ,u-tableau which agrees with t in the first r 
columns. 
We take up first the case r = m. From definition of e(t) we have e(t) = 
m(t) z(t), whence a,,,(e(t)) = (a,,,(m(t)) E(t). Let 
t= ‘1 
. . ..i.x . . . x 
jl...jm ’ 
m(t) be x,ya. Then al,q(~crya)=Cs,.x,y,,B If 6 in the last sum con- 
tains any number from {i, ,..., i,}, say, i, E 6, then xy ydua(i,, ij) = x, yaUB 
which implies that x,Yb”p4t)=o. Thus ~&G)) 4t) = 
(CaCr xY yaUa) e(t), where [ = n - {i, ,..., i,, j, ,..., j,}. Therefore every y 
contains {i, ,..., i,> = ‘I, whence Cx,yavg=x,yS(Cax,y,), where 
8~~3 = l. Since Ca x,y, is exactly a,(c) we have a,,,(e(t)) = 
[x, ys) e(t)] o,(i) = e,(t’), where t’ can be any jr-tableau which agrees with 
t in the first m columns. 
Finally, if r is less than m, then applying the proved part of the 
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propositions we see that e,( 1) = a,,,-,(e(‘l)) for some (n - r, r) - tableau T 
Utilizing 2.3(ii) we have 8,Je,(t)) = (“,‘Z;‘) a,,,+,-,(e(?)) which is 
(“,f4;‘) e,(b’) again by the first part of the proof. 1 
4.4. PROPOSITION. For every partition A = (Z, m), 0 <q < m and p = 
(l+q,m-q) we have 
1 
0 
Ker 8p = 
if m < p, 
14 
ka,(n) if m = p. 
Proof: Let k stand for Ker a~,,. According to 4.2 e,(t) E K for some 
r <m-q. It follows from that 0= a,,,(e,(t))= (,Y;T,) e,(t’) so that 
(,Y;T ,) = 0 in k. This leads to a contradiction for all r if m < p. In the case 
m=p ( ,“;_t ,) = 0 in k if and only if r = 0, which gives us the second part 
of the assertion. fl 




if m -cp, 




Ker aA = 
if m < p, 
2,1 
WV a,VP- 1)) if m= p. 
Proof: (i) We denote in the proof the partition (f+ 1, m- 1) by p 
Then using Proposition 2.4 we have (Im d$,, )’ = Ker a:, 1. In view of the 
previous proposition the latter equality proves (i) for all m < p. If m = p, 
then Ker @, =ko,(n) and for u = C agx, yp(cp(n), u) = 0 if and only if 
C aB = 0. This shows that Im 82,1 - A (kc,(n))‘- consists of all forms u for 
which C a8 = 0. 
On the other hand it is easy to see that Cpf is exactly the set of all u 
described above, Since CD”/@: = 1 and x, ya $ cp(n), (i) follows. 
(ii) We employ again Proposition 2.4. By its virtue we have 
Ker ai,, = (Im at l)l. Since ( , ) is a nondegenerate form it implies that 
dim(Ker8$,,)=dim@“-dim(Ima$$). If m<p, then Im(@,)z@~, so that 
we get dim(Ker ai,, ) = dim CD” - dim @“. 
Next observe that S’ c Ker ai,, for every partition L. This assertion can 
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be seen as a very particular case of [2, 17.181. Alternatively we can observe 
that if t= il”‘i,x “’ x 
II .im , then e(t) has the form 
whereoV:=x,yj-xjy,and[=n-{i,,j, ,..., i,,j,}. 
Furthermore a,, is a derivation (see 2.1) and thus LJ,,(e(t)) = a,,(~;,,~,). 
e’ + ~i,j,~2,,(e’). However, az,i(oii) = xixj - xix; = 0, so that a,,,(~~,~~e’) = 
wili, a,,,(e’). Proceeding in this way we arrive at the formula 
a2,1(xd (7) 
Since xy doesn’t contain y’s, a,,,(x() = 0 and so does &,(e(t)). 
On the other hand dim SE. = dim @‘-dim Qfl’. The latter is the well- 
known fact if char k = 0. But since all dimensions involved in the formula 
above are independent of the characteristic of a ground field, the formula 
holds for all ground fields. Consequently Ker ai,, = S” is proved for m < p. 
Now let m be equal to p. This implies that dim(Im a?, i ) = dim V - 1 by 
4.4. Thus we get dim(Ker at,,) = dim S” + 1. It is left to show that 
up( 2p - 1) E Ker a$, i, but a,(2p - 1) $ S’. The first inclusion follows at once 
from 2.3(i). Indeed, a,(2p- l)=a,,,(xZp-i), whence a,,,(a,(2p- l))= 
~a2,1al,,~~~2,-1~=ra2,1,al,,i~~2p~l~=~2~-~-~+~~. 5d -1)=0. 
On the other hand a,(2p - 1) has (‘ppp ‘) elements and since (‘P; ‘) # 0 in 
k, we see that a,(2p - 1) does not even belong to @j;. The assertion (ii) 
follows. 1 
3.5. Submodule Ri 
For a partition ,? = (1, m) and every q, 1~ q 6 m, a submodule Ri of @” is 
defined by the formula 
Ri = {U E @“: UE& t) = 0 for all L-tableaux t }. 
We set out to give two characterizations of Ri. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. (i) For every partition 1= A,,, and every relevant q we 
have 
R; = (Q;)‘. 
(ii) R$=C;;d Im at,,-,. 
Proof: (i) First, we recall that @i denotes the qth term of the James’ 
series for @’ and (at)’ stands for the set of all u E @” such that (u, v) = 0 
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for every v out of @$. Clearly Ri lies in (0:)‘. Conversely, suppose that 
u 4 Ri, that is us,(t) # 0 for some t, say, 
‘1 *..Gx **. x 
t= 
j, . . ’ j, x . . * x . 
Then u&,(t) = (flj!= 1 oikik) U’ where U’ is a nonzero form in which the 
variables xi,, y,, k = 1, 2 ,..., q, are not involved (see proof of 4.2). Let q, c 
be the subsets of n equal to (i, ,..., ik} and {j, ,..., jk}, respectively. Clearly 
the monomial xV yr enters n% = 1 oikjk with the coefficient 1. This makes 
clear that some monomial of the form x, yp with ~13 r~ and /I I[ is involved 
in u&&t). In other words there is a A-tableau t’ which agrees with t in the 
first q columns and such that m(t’) is involved in u&&t). 
First, this means that e&t’) = E&t), and second, that (w&t), m( t’)) # 0. 
But then (us,(t), m(t’)) = (u, m(t’) c&t’) # 0, which shows that u $ (@i)’ 
and the result follows. 
(ii) This part is a particular case of James’ theorem [2, 17.133, 
according to which @i = flu:; Ker a$,,-,. Passing over to the annihilator 
of @i we get (@:)’ = C;:A (Ker a;,,, _ r)‘. Now let AI denote the partition 
(n-r, r), where n= IAl. Then (Ker I&,) = Im a;:,-,. so that we get 
(@z)’ = C:=d Im a:&,. 1 
5.2. COROLLARY. For every partition A = 1, we have 
if m < p, 
if m= p. 
Proof. If m < p, so does m - r for every r. Therefore (y Y ;I ,) # 0 in k for 
every r<q-1. Furthermore a,,,_,=(,~,~.)-‘a,,,_,+,.a,,,_,_, by 
2.3(ii) and the case m < p follows. 
Now if m = p, then our previous argument works for all r > 0. Since 
Im @Tm = kc,(n), the second case is done. 1 
3.6. The Submodules of S” 
We aim here at obtaining an explicit description of the submodules of S” 
for a two part partition A = (/, m) with the additional restriction m < p. 
Mainly the result below states that S’ is a uniserial Y’-module with no 
more than two proper submodules. 
We remind that the composition factors of S’ and their multiplicities are 
known due to James’ works (see, e.g., [2, 24.151). However, as we are 
looking for the more specific information about submodules of S” than that 
of Theorem 24.15 [2], we outline below a self contained proof related to 
our case. 
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(i) For m < p S” contains the unique submodule St if and only if 
q=fa+l<m. 
(ii) For m = p we have 
(a) if 1, # p- 1 and 1, #O, then S” contains the unique 
submodule SfO + I ; 
(b) if lo # p - 1 and 1, = 0, then S” is a uniserial5$-module with the 
composition series 
S”II> T=1S;, ,x0 
and T/S; + 1 is a l-dimensional trivial Yn-module. 
(C ) rf I0 = p - 1 and I, # p - 1, then S’. is a simple Yn-module. 
(d) ffio = f, = p - 1, then S” contains the unique submodufe ko,(n). 
FrooJ: For every 1 the module S” contains two special submodules. 
Namely, we let q be the last natural number such that Si is a proper sub- 
module of S”. Then by 4.2 such q exists unless S” is a simple Yn-module. 
Moreover, putting T = S” n R, + , we get the second important submodule 
of S”. For we claim that T is the unique maximal submodule of S”. indeed, 
if M is a proper submodule of S”, then &I&, + I(t) = 0 for all t E t [ A] by the 
Remark right after 4.2. By the definition of R, + , , M c R, + 1. 
Next, we find out the conditions on q implied by the inclusion Sj c S”. 
We have that a,,,(e,(t)) = 0 for all t. Hence using the definition of e,(t) (see 
(6)) and the argument leading to formula (7) we derive 
where UI jkjk = xi, yjk - xjk y, and Ii1 = n - 2q. Applying 2.3(i) we end up 
with 
=v-q+w,-,463 (8) 
This formula implies that l- q + 1 = 0 in k. Since q < p, it becomes evident -- 
that q is determined uniquely as I+ 1 = I, + 1, so that S” contains but one 
submodule of the form S$ Consequently we see that S$ q = m is a sim- 
ple submodule of S” and for every proper submodule M of S” we have 
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T> N > St. Now the cases (i) and (ii)(a)(b) follow from the fact that T/S: 
is l-dimensional with the trivial L$-action on it if and only if lo # p - 1 and 
1, = 0 and zero otherwise. This can be obtained by a straight forward 
calculation or utilizing [2, Theorem 24.151, which implies that in our case 
S” has two proper submodules exactly under conditions (ii)(b). 
The other cases are easily obtainable. For if m = p, then q = 0 if and only 
if i0 = p - 1. Also S”,=ka,(n) and o,(n) has (;) elements. Furthermore 
(;) zz 0 mod p if and only if II = p - 1. This shows that S” is a simple sP,- 
module under conditions (ii)(c). Also if q = 0, then R,, I = fz, = k@,(n) by 
(5.2) and the case (ii)(d) follows. 1 
3.7. Distributiuity of A(@“) 
Following [2] we denote by D(n--q,q), q# n - q, the top composition fac- 
tor of S(n-4,q). For an Yn-module M we let p&M) be the multiplicity of a 
simple module D(n--q,q) in M. 
7.1. LEMMA. For a partition I = (1, m) of n with m c p the multiplicity 
pO(@“) equals 2 when la < m - 1 and is 1, otherwise. 
Proof: We recall that @” has a series of submodules with the quotients 
s(d) ,..., St” - kit ,,*., i < m. We denote by lj the partition (n - i, i), i < m. Each 
SLZ may contain but one submodule which has form S$ for some 9 < i. If i 
or q are not zero, then since ,.S:r D’q and S’i/SigDDdC, both of them are not 
isomorphic to D (n,o) This is easy to see in our case or can be gotten from 
[2, 11.51. Therefore po(Qi) = 1 + 1 {if 0: S”’ contains @}I. By the last 
proposition there might exist only one such i, namely i = n + 1. Since i # 0, 
fi # p - 1 and thus i = ti + 1. As i < m the result follows. 1 
We now pass to the proof of two theorems which solve the problem of 
dist~butivity of A(@), when the second part of J is Gp. 
7.2. THFBREM. For every A= (1, m) t-n with m < p A(@“) is distributive 
if and only ifeither m<p or m=p and ii=p- 1. 
ProoJ: The theorem is trivially true if m = 0. Suppose by induction on m 
that it is true for all L’s with the second part less than m. Recall a well- 
known fact [lo] that a lattice is not distributive if and only if it contains a 
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We now recall that for every submodule M of Cp’ we have the following 
dichotomy: Either M belongs to R, or M contains S’ [2, 4.83. If any two 
of A,‘B, C belong to R, so does the third. But as R, = Im @-’ where 
I m-, = (n-m - 1, m - 1) diagram (9) cannot exist by the ‘induction 
hypothesis. Also if any two of A, B, C contain S” so does the third. Pass 
over to @l/S” which is isomorphic to @amI by 4S(ii). The diagram (9) is 
again impossible. 
Next let A= (1, p) and ti = p - 1. Using again the dichotomy mentioned 
above we see that A(@“) is a D-lattice if and only if both A(R,) 
and /i(@‘/S’) are D-lattices. There R, stands for b,(n) + Im at;’ on 
account of 5.2. Moreover Im a~,l~@p~l/ka,- l(n) by 4.4 and 
~,,(@‘p~‘/ka,~ l(n)) = 0 so that the sum’ in the formula for R, is direct. Now 
the distributivity of A(R,) follows directly from [ 11, Proposition 1.31. 
Turning to M = @l/s” we form a submodule N = @t/s”. The structure of 
N is known. It is isomorphic to @ p-1 by 4.5. Hence N is a distributive 
Yn-module and moreover p,(N) = 0. Since M/N is a l-dimensional trivial 
Ya-module, the distributivity of M follows easily from the properties of N 
mentioned above. 
The necessary part of the theorem is contained in part (i) of 




(ii) m>p, ti#Oandfi=rii-1 
is fulfilled. Then A(@“) is not a D-lattice. 
Proof We begin with a remark on the residues of a binomial coef- 
ficient. 1 
7.4. SUBLEMMA. (i) Let q, r be two numbers between 0 and p- 1 with 
r < q. Then (71,‘) = 0 mod p if and only if q > r?i and r < ti. 
(ii) Let r be as in (i), m = Ci + pm’. Then (:I,‘) s 0 mod p if and only 
ifeitherr=Oandm’=Omodpor l<r<fi. 
Proof: Both assertions follow at once from the Lucas’ formula.’ For 
example, by this formula (YE,‘) = 0 if and only if q - r > 111. The latter 
equals r% - r if r < rT? and p + fi - r, otherwise. The first possibility implies 
q>fi while the second cannot occur at all because q < p. (ii) is proved 
similarly. 1 
‘It states that (;)=(g)(;;)...(z;:), where a=xa,p’, b=xb,p’, O<,,, b,<p, and, as 
usual, (:) = 0 if r < S. 
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We now return to the proof of the theorem and take up case (i). Let q be 
any number satisfying r?t q < p. Let A4 be a submodule of @” equal to 
ku,(nf+Im a;b,_,, where A4. = (n-q, 4). We claim that M is not a D- 
module. 
Let K denote the kernel of al,k,. We state that K= Im afFqmrn. Indeed, 
denote by r the last number such that S+ lies in K. By 2.3(ii) and the sub- 
lemma 8,,m--g. d,,q-,=O for every r dfi. This shows that KxIm a,,,?,. 
Moreover, if r is greater than 6, then it follows from 4.3 and the sublemma 
that ai,,-, = S+ #O. Thus Kc Im ayq;_, and the equality is proved. 
It follows from the proven equality that M is a direct sum of kc,(n) and 
Im a4 ,,m ~ 4. For if a x E @“q exists such that a,(n) = a:f, ~ ,(x), then x does 
not belong to K. This implies that the submodule X, say, k YNY’,-generated by 
x contains a submodule S$ with r > rii. As we noted above a,,,-&S+)= 
S? and the top composition factor of Sf- is DAr. As 1 <r-c p, D”r is not 
isomorphic with D @*O), implying the existence of a nontrivial composition 
factor in cY1.,- ,(X), a contradiction. 
Finally, we note that pO(Im d’q l,m _ 4) = 1. This note finishes the proof and 
can be obtained as follows. First, ,u,,(@) = 2 and po(@‘*) = 1, both 
equalities follow from 7.1. Second, Im a& - ~ z &/Im 8;; _ fi and 
Im a?& m z cf’* since d rVB _ m is manic. The assertion follows. 
(ii) As now m > p we shall make use of a,,,- P: Gap --+ CPA, in this 
part of the theorem. Let K stand for the kernel of 8tm_ ,,. Considerations 
similar to ones used in the proof of (i) lead to the conclusion that 
K~R,,l = a,,,-,(@‘ti)@kup(n). However, we cannot now claim without 
specifications that K = R, + I. In fact, if we let M = ti + pm’ then (T) = m’ 
and a,,,- .(a,(n)) = (T) o,(n) = m’o,(n). This shows that o,(n) +! K for 
every m such that m’ & 0 mod p. Clearly then K = dl,p_m(@ad). In the case 
m’=O we have K= R,,l. 
Let M be defined as A4 = 8 I,tn _ ,fi( S”“) + 8 l,m _- P( a’~). We claim that M is 
not a D-module over Y-. 
To this end consider the intersection N = d I,m _ *( Sn*) n 8t,m _ P( @p) and 
let L be the preimage of N in Q, 5. Suppose that L does not lie in the 
al,p-,(@p”*) + kS,(n). Then L must contain a submodule S$’ with q > Sz. 
Moreover, the existence of the inclusion Sp = a,,,- P(S$‘) -+ a,,,_,(S”*) 
means that for a suitable submodule U of @** Hom9”(S’q, @“*/U) is non- 
zero, contradicting to [2, 11.31. Therefore L c a,,,-,(@) + ka,(n) and 
hence Nc k8,,,-P(~P(n)) = ka,(n). Since the opposite inclusion is obvious 
we have N= ka,(n). 
Finally, we consider the multiplicity ptm(@‘p) of the simple module D’* = 
S”*/ka,(n) in @n. In the row S’O, S*‘,..., S’p of the factors of the James’ 
series for @‘p the simple module Difi occurs twice as a refinement of SL 
and in S’p, both by 6.1. This makes it clear that p,(@‘p) = 2, while the 
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equality ,u~(@“*) = 1 is obvious. This implies that pM(a,,mp ,(@)) = 1. 
Indeed, a,,,-,(@“M) is isomorphic to @“*/ko,(n) and hence 
pM(a,,,-,(@“M)) = 1. Furthermore @“p/~l,p~m(@i”) + kc,(n) is a factor of 
8, ,-,(@‘~p) and our assertion follows. 
‘Returning to M let pass over to M/N. Then M/NED”” 0 a ,,m _ p( &)/N 
and since D”” occurs in a composition series of a ,,,, _ p( @)/N, M/N is not 
a D-module. 1 
3.8. Two Applications 
The applications we have in mind are based upon the following obser- 
vation. 
8.1. PROPOSITION. Let V be an M(n, p)-module. Pick a f E V which is 
homogeneous, multilinear element in V and let Lf denote the symmetric 
module generated by f: Let 23 be a variety of lattices or merely a section- 
closed class of lattices. Then, if A(V) E b, so does Asym(L,). 
ProoJ Let F be a M(n, p)-module generated by f: Then by 1.3.3 F is a 
k-span of all j& where r runs over the set of all p.e.‘s in M(n, p). This 
shows that if we let x be the weight off, than L,- coincides with the weight 
space F,. Therefore by 1.1.3 a mapping rc: A(F) + Ac’(L,-) which carries X 
into Xn L, in a lattice epimorphism. But as it was mentioned in 1.3.4 
Ac’(Lf) = ASy”(Lf) and we are done. 1 
We now take up the question of distributivity of lattices A( I%@)). We 
recall that by P(d) we denoted the set of all p-partitions of d (see 2.1.4). It 
follows from the results of Section 2 that for every A E P(d) H@) contains a 
multilinear element, denoted by m2, which symmetrically generates the 
Frobenious module @“. Thus from 8.1 and the present remark we have 
8.2. COROLLARY. Zf WCd) is a D-module over M(n, p), then @” is a D- 
module over q)., for every 1 E P(d). 1 
In the next lemma we shall be working with two part partitions only. 
The reason for this lies in our interest in obtaining a theorem which serves 
the case in which the monomials xi’ ... xi generating a version of H’(d) are 
restricted by the condition that ii< p* for all j. The latter case naturally 
arises in the framework of varieties of groups. 
8.3. LEMMA. If d>p(p+ l), except, d=p-l+p(p+l), then P(d) 
contains a two part partition 1 such that @” is not a D-module, 
Proof: Consider two cases. (i) d# p - 1. Put ;1= (Z, p), where I= d - p*. 
A direct inspection shows that ;1 is a proper partition and n = Jill s 
dmod p. We now can refer to 7.3(i) and conclude that @,” is not a D- 
module. 
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(ii) Let d=p- 1 +d,p+ .I*, be p-adic expansion of d. In this case 
the definition of p-partition 1, = (d- pm, m), say, goes as follows. We set 
m = (d, - 1) + p if d, > 2 and m = (p - 1) + p, otherwise. The p-partition 
J,,, so defined, is proper in all cases. Also a routine verification shows that 
n = 111 = fi - 1 mod p. Thus the assertion follows directly from 7.3(ii). 1 
Remark. Actually p(p + 1) is a critical value in the following sense. If 
d<p(p+1) or d=(p-l)+p(p+l) then for every AEP(d) @” is a D- 
module. 
Indeed, each such I can have no more than two nonzero parts, say, I = 
(Jo, A,). Clearly 1, < p if d < p( p + 1). If I, < p then QDL is a D-module by 
7.2. If 2, = p, then A,, < p and we can refer again to 7.2. The case d = 
(p - 1) + p(p + 1) is considered similarly. 1 
We summarize our results in 
8.5. THEOREM. If A( I@‘)) is distributive than d < p(p + l), except, 
perhaps, for d= (p - 1) + p(p + 1). 1 
Continuing with applications we now introduce yet another family of 
M(n, p)-representations. Let 91Z,e be the variety of all abelian groups of 
exponent p’, p a prime and e a natural number. We form a variety cfi, * (Upt 
and denote by F, the free group of ‘u, * ‘%?[, of rank n. Next we let yd(F,,) be 
the $th term of the lower central series for F, and set r, = yd(Fn)/yd+ ,(F,,). 
It is easy to see and wellknown that r, is a Z,-vector space and a M(n, p)- 
module. As usual we assume that n 2 d. 
We denote by nP the lattice of all sub varieties of 21L,. ‘U,Z. Our goal is 
the following 
8.6. THEOREM. For every prime p the lattice AP is not distributive. 
This theorem follows immediately from the fact that there are such d that 
r, is not a D-module over M(n, p). The latter in its turn follows at once by 
8.1 had we constructed a symmetric submodule of fd, which is not dis- 
tributive. To do this we first introduce some new notations. 
Given a partition J = (/, m) of n we denote by d’ the natural number 
equals to I+ pm. Furthermore we set A + for the partition (1- 1, m -t 1). At 
last we name a partition 1= (I, m) special if it satisfies the conditions of 
7.3(ii) and denote by 9 the set of all dA such that il+ is special. Clearly 9 is 
an infinite set of natural numbers. We state 
8.7. PRoPosITIoN. For every d E 9, rd is not a D-module over M(n, p). 
The proof of 8.7 relies on the following construction. Again, let I = (l, m) 
be a partition of n. We denote by c’ the commutator ci. = 
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( Xl% . . . X/Xf+ I . . .x,“) and by w’ the image of cn in r,A. We shall write ~1’ 
as [xlxz..~x,xp+,~.~x,P]. 
8.8. LEMMA. For every 1 with 13 2 w’. is a nonzero multilinear element 
Of r,n. 
Proof: First, we note that c’ E ydA(F,,). To prove this we denote as usual 
by (x, iy) the commutator (x, y + i;i.cS _ y). Using the well-known 
formula -(x, yp) = n;= i (x, i,)(T) together with the fact that F:, is a p- 
elementary group we conclude that (x, yp) = (x, py). Hence c’= 
(XI 3 x2 Y..., px,, i ,..., px,) lies in y&F,). Moreover ci. $ y& + ,(F,). The latter 
follows at once from the fact that ydA+ ,(F,) is a verbal subgroup. Thus 
were ci. E Y~A+~(F,,), then ~“(12) = (x2, x, ,..., px,) would lie in ydlz+ ,(F,) as 
well. But (x,, x, ,..., px,) is a basic commutator (for this notion see [12]) 
of weight $, a contradition. It becomes clear that wi. is a nonzero element 
of r,A. 
Let z: xI-+ x,x,, j > I, be any transvection from M(n, p) written mul- 
tiplicatively. Then XT + (x~x~)~ = x,” . xp. d, where dE FL. Since I> 2 and F,, 
is a metabelian group car = (x, ,..., x;. xfd ,...) = (xi ,..., x;. xkp ,... ). Further- 
more (xi ,..., x,?.x[ ,... )- (x1 ,..., x,” ,... ).(x ,,..., xkp ,...) mod Y~A+~(F~). Passing 
over to the quotient r,A we see that war = [xi ,..., x,” ,... ] + [x, ,..., xkp ,... ] 
which means that wi. is linear in every xi, j > 1. But for j < 1 linearity is an 
obvious fact. 1 
We now can introduce a Lie analog of a Frobenious permutation 
module, viz. the symmetric module L” = (w”), that is L’ = w”Z,5$, where 
A+ n. Proposition 8.7 follows at once from 
8.9. LEMMA. For every A = (1, m) + n there exists an epimorphism 4: 
LA+@. 
Proof We recall that by @i it was denoted the second term of the 
James’ series for @” (see 3.3(3)). We also note that the proof of 7.3(ii) 
shows that @y is not a D-module for any special p, Combining this fact 
with 8.1 we obtain 8.7 provided that 4 exists. 
Let denote by B the set of commutators [xi, xiz. + .xi,x;. . . :L] such that 
i, > i 2, i,-ci,< ... 
for L”. 
< i, and j, < . . . < j,. We claim that B is a Z,-basis 
First, using the identity (h, ... hk) = (h, h,h,, ... hkn), rc a permutation of 
{ 3,..., k} (see [ 13, 34.511) and the Jacobi identity it is a routine matter 
to prove that B Z,-generates L”. Furthermore if i2 = 1, then 
cxi,x, **.xi,x; *.. XL] = [XilX, ... xi,pxj, ... px,J is a basic commutator 
and thus the subfamily of those, call it B,, is linearly independent. 
Let now set j, = 1. We observe that to every subset I of n, 111 = 1, there 
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corresponds a family B, of I - 1 commutators. B, is given by: B,= 
{ [Xi, xi* * * * xi,x; ***XL]: Z= {iI,..., ii}, i,=minZand i, runs over I- {i2}}. 
Let 1 $ Z, that is j, = 1, and w = [xi,xi2 .** xp *** ] E B, Using the Jacobi 
identity we have 
w= [xi,XfXi*...]- [Xi2XfXi,...] 
= [xilpx,xi;..]- [XiJJX,Xi,~~~]. (10) 
The commutators on the right in (10) are basic and do not belong to B, . 
Moreover, for any w’ E Br, where Z’ is a different from Z subset of n the 
basic commutators appearing in (10) for w’ do not mix up with those 
involved with any w E B,. Hence it is enough to prove that a sub set B, is 
linearly independent for every 1 #I. The latter is trivial. 
We now define 4: L* + @:’ first by sending every commutator 
[Xi, xi2 . . . x;,xlq.. . x,?] E B into (xi, y, - xi2 y,,) xi3.. . xi, y,, . . . yjm and then 
extending 4 to L” by linearity. To prove that 4 is a Yn-homomorphism it is 
sufficient to show that &wz) = (d(w)) z for every w E B and every trans- 
position r E Yn. 
Let z = (ab), a, b E n, be a transposition. We consider a case when a = i,, 
b = j, . The other cases are considered similarly. Let w = [xi, xi2 . . . x; . . . 1. 
Then wz = [xi, xI, . . . x; .*. ] and if we put i, = min{i,, jl,..., iI} then we 
have by the Jacobi identity wz= [xj,xikxi;..]- [xj,xi~xi;..]. On the 
other hand we have the following identities in CD”, 
(11) 
Using the first identity of (11) we obtain 
txi, Yjl - xjl Yil) xi~ ’’ ’ xi, Yj, ” ’ Yjm = Cxik Yj, - xjl Y&I xil ’ ’ ’ Yi, 
+ txq Yik - xik Yil) xj1 ’ * . Yjm 
which proves the equality $(wz) = d(w) z. 
Finally, we claim that C$ is an epimorphism. It is by definition of @‘; that 
all forms (xi yj - xi yi) xi, * * * xi,-, yj, * * 1 yjm-, i c j, k-generate @(; for every 
p = (Z, m) and every ground field k. Using identities (11) it is a trivial 
matter to check that all (xi yi -x1 yi) xi;.. xi,-, yj, ... yjm already 
k-generate @‘;. 
Taking p = A+, A= (Z, m), and observing that 
~xiYI~x1Yi~xi~~~‘xi~~~Yj~~~~Yj~~d~Cxixlxi~~~~xi~-*xjq~~~x~l~ 
we arrive at the desired result. 1 
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4. THE STRUCTURE OF WA 
4.1. The Mappings Di 
We recall that we have associated in Section 2 with every natural num- 
ber a an irreducible M(n, p)-module W Cal. In more detail @ca) was defined 
as a k-span of all monomials x1 . .. x2 such that C i, = a, 0 < i, < p and 
x; = 0 for all i. Furthermore, to every J. = (A i ,..., A,), an improper partition 
of n we associate an M(n, p)-module WI, WA= @;=, @“I’ (see 2.3.3). 
Moreover, it turned out that the set of all multilinear elements of WA is the 
Frobenious module @“. In addition @’ M(n, p)-generates WA. 
Let now pick a two part partition of n, A= (I, m). Certain 
homomorphisms 8i,4 were defined on @” in 3.1. Our first task will be to 
extend them on W’. 
To do this we fix two sets of variables xi ,..., x,; y, ,..., y, and realize IV”, 
IV”‘as k-spans of all x1.*.x$, yt...y+, respectively. Next for every i E n 
we have the k-homomorphism a/axi equals the partial derivative with 
respect to xi acting on m(” and the k-homomorphism yi. = multiplication 
by yi acting on IV”‘. These mappings give rise to the k-homomorphism 
a/ax,@ yi. from WC’,“) into UI(‘-‘sm+ ‘). Similarly we have n k- 
homomorphisms xP @ a/ayi from kVLrn) into IV’+ ‘+ l). 
1.1. DEFINITION. If J= (I, m) I-n, define two mappings D, i = 1,2, 
from @l-m) into W(plsm+ 1) and W(Lm) into WC’+ ‘vrnP ‘) by setting D, = 
Cieo a/ax,@ yi. and D,=c xi' oa/ayi. 
As in Section 3 we view upon D; as defined for all 1 k n. The restriction 
of Di on WA will be denoted by 0”. 
1.2. LEMMA. D;s are M(n, p)-homomorphisms. 
Proof We take, for instance, D,. Let m, = x1 . . . xl y,, , . . . y, be the 
monomial generating WA. It will be sufficient for the proof of our assertion 
to show that D,(m,q) = (D,m,) q for every r~ E M(n, p). 
Let pick up a q l M(n, p) and denote xiv, yip by tii, Icli, respectively. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that di= xi,. aijxj, $i= 
cj,. aii y, and hence m,q = (I-If= i #i)(nr;= r $,+ j). By a straightforward 
calculation we derive x?@((a/ay,) (mAq)=~jG,xi(~i=, 4i).al+j,it,bl+,-.. 
11/[+ j .. . II/,. Summing up these expressions from i = 1 to i = n we get 
$(mArl) = Ci,.%-@(alaYJ(m~rl) = C,iEm E a,+j,ixiNIf=l 4i)’ $,+I ... 
*l+j”‘*n=Cjem d/+jFIi=ltiiti1+1 . . . Ic/, + j. . . $, . The latter clearly equals 
Uhmdrl. I 
N.B.: We note that there and later the sign “ -” over a symbol is meant 
to indicate that this symbol is deleted from a formula. 
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1.3. Remark. By 1.2 Dfj is an M(n, p)-homomorphism from W’L”’ into 
Ul(‘+q*m-q). Using 3.2.2(ii) it is easy to see that the restriction of Df on 
@(‘,m) equals q! c?~,~. But since for every basic monomial miE WA there is a 
p.e. < such that mi = (mA) l we have DfJmi = (Dgm,) 5 = q!(8,,m,) l. This 
suggests to define a mapping D2,q: W(l,“‘)+ W(r+q3m-q) by D,,,mi= 
(dz,qm,) 5 and extend it to the W (‘P) by linearity. Clearly the equality 04 = 
q! D2,q holds for these mappings. We also observe that both mappings can 
be defined on WC” @ w’“’ over any commutative ring k preserving the 
above equality. This note shows that D2,q is a well-defined M(n, p)- 
homomorphism. Certainly our remark is true also with respect to 0’: and 
D I 14. 
1.4. Notation. If 1= (I, m) is an improper partition of n we shall write 
I- for (Z+ 1, m- 1) and J.+ for (I- 1, m+ 1). 
1.5. LEMMA. Let ,I = (1, m) be a partition of n with m < p. Then Dim is a 
monomorphism while 0: is an epimorphism. 
Proof. Let “K denote the kernel of 0:. Then according to 3.4.4 
i.-Kn @- = 0 which implies by 2.3.6 that A-K=O. 
For the second part of the lemma we note that D$@“) = @“- by 3.4.5(i). 
As @“- generates WA- the assertion follows. 1 
4.2. The Symmetric Structure of Wi 
Let x be an extremal weight for Wa (see 1.1.4) of support 4. Generally, 
there are many weights of support 4, but every one of them 4, say, lies on 
the orbit of Yn generated by x, that is 4 = ~a for some c E Yn. Moreover we 
have also that W$ = Wio. Therefore for our purposes we can make no dis- 
tinction between the weights of the same support. We fix a particular 
family of weights in the following. 
2.1. DEFINITION. For every 4 <n the weight X~ of support 4 is defined 
by X,(diag(x,,..., xI1))=xl .++x,. 
W* is k-generated by the set of monomials J/ii = {miti}, where mi,j = 
X1..’ x: y(l . . . y, h. Furthermore for every weight x, Wf;, is k-generated by 
the intersection Jd = A n Wi.. The group Y: acts on &YO and the latter 
splits off into the union of orbits. These orbits can be labelled with the help 
of the foilowing set. 
2.2. DEFINITION. For every partition il = (I, m) of n and a natural num- 
ber r <min{m, [n/p]} the set A(& r) consists of all p + 1-tuples c1= 
(a- I? a0,..., ap- I) f o a nonnegative numbers satisfying 
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(i) zip_: (i+l)ai=m+r, 
(ii) C;:t aj = r, 
(iii) aP,+aO=n-rp. 
For every a = (a ~ i, a0 ,..., 3P- i) E A(A, r) we denote by Cc the vector 
cc= (ao,..., ap _ i) and we set A(1, r) for the set of all these Cr. 
2.3. DEFINITION. For every natural r < min{m, [n/p] } we denote by n, 
the number n - r(p - 1). 
2.4. LEMMA. Zf a number 3 is the support of an extremal weight for W 
then d = n, for some r. 
Proof. The number 4 is the support of an extremal weight for W’ if and 
only if there exists an extremal monomial rn,,] of the form m,,j = XI’ . . . x4 
jl . . . Yl y$. The extremality of mi,j is equivalent to the fulfillment of 3 
equalities. 
i,+j,=lmod(p-1) (1) 
for k = 1, 2 ,..., 6. As ik + j, < 2(p- 1) we have only two possibilities: 
i, + j, = 1 or ik + j, = p. Let r = r(m,,j) be the number of equalities of the 
type i, + j, = p. Then since CkEd (ik + j,) = n we derive at once that 
d+r(p-l)=n, or n=n,. 
2.5. Notation. For an extremal monomial mi,j the number r(mi,j) = r 
defined in the proof of 2.4 will be called the defect of mi,j. 
2.6. Notation. For every i, 1 d i < p - 1 we denote by zi the monomial 
XP-~. yi. We shall omit i in zj when i= 1. 
J 
2.7. Notation. If CJ = n, is the support of a weight for p the weight 
space Wi, will be written as Wf . 
or every L+n and r<min{m, [n/p]} n, is the 
sujf~rt!?~Y~J~>o!iWZY 1 
(ii) There is a l-l correspondence between the orbits in Jlln, and the 
elements,in A(,?., r). Moreover, $J.&, a E A(n, r), is the ath orbit in J&,, then 
the k-envelope of J& is isomorphic to 0”. Thus 
ProojI First, we set up a correspondence between orbits in JZ = {mi,i} 
and u, A(L, r). It follows from the proof of 2.4 that every mi,jEA can be 
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written down as the product of some xi’s, yj’s, and zgs. We put CI = 
a(mi,j) = (a _ 1, a,, ,..., czPP ,), where a _ 1 counts the number of the xi factors, 
a0 counts the number of the yj factors and ai counts the number of the zk 
factors, i= 1, 2 ,..., p-l. Obviously ~+,+a~+ ... +(~-l)~~~-~=rn and 
a -I + a,, + rp = n, where r = C;:/ ai is the defect of mi,i. Thus a E A(& r). 
Conversely, given a E A(& r) we associate with it the monomial 
The total degree of m, is a _ 1 + a0 + rp which is n by 2.2(iii). The total 
degree of the factors of m, of the form yj is a0 + LZ~ + . . . + (p - 1) LZ~ _ 1 
and this equals to m by 2.2(i)(ii). Thus m,E A. Furthermore a(m,) = 
a.i + a,, + r which together with 2.2(iii) shows that d = n,. A trivial 
verification shows that mi,j= mi.,i.o, (T E yin, if and only if a(mi,j) = a(mf,f). 
Hence J& = mu. Y”, and since the stabilizer of m, in Yn, is the subgroup 
yk-, x x,x “. xx,-,, where 9&, a d n,, denotes the subgroup of Ynr of all 
permutations which leave each point of n,- a fixed, it becomes obvious 
that the S$,-submodule spanned by 4% is isomorphic to @“. This completes 
the proof of the proposition. 1 
4.3. The Kernel of 0; 
In what follows for a given partition I = (n -m, m) r denotes a natural 
number between 0 and min{m, [n/p] }. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Given a partition A= (I, m) of n we denote by K’ the 
kernel of 0:. We put Kt for K” n Wf . 
3.2. DEFINITION. For a partition L = (1, m) of n we denote by 1’ the 
improper partition (I- (p - l), m - 1) of n, - 1 if 12 p - 1 and (0, 0), 
otherwise. 
We observe that P(a) can be looked upon as a homogeneous component 
of the graded ring k[x,,..., x, ]/Z, where Z is the homogeneous ideal 
generated by xf,..., X,P. In particular we can define a multiplication on 
@ Q a0 IVa) such that PC&). m(d) E WC” + Q. Furthermore this mul- 
tiplication induces a multiplication on the set of W’. Namely, if 
A. = (A, )...) A,) +-nandp=(p,,...,pL,)t-m thenforeveryf,@ ... @f,,and 
f; “0. .. 0 4, out of WA, Wp, respectively we set (fi @ ... 0 f,). 
1X ... Sq5,)=fifj10 ... Of;cj,O~,+,O ... Od,, counting man. 
Thus WA. Wp~ WA+“, where A+ p = (2, + pl,..., A, + CL,,, pn+ l,--., P,). 
We now make use of the preceding remark in the definition of the 
mappings g,. 
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3.3. DEFINITION. For every 2 = (I, m) t n and every r the mapping 
g,-,: q, + Wf is defined by 
P-1 (-I)[- 1 
gr-,(#I= 1 i! z;,D;- ‘(d), 4 E Wf’- , 
i=l 
and g,- i = 0 if 1’ = (0,O). 
3.4. PROPOSITION. (i) Zf Z<p-1, then Kf=Ofor all r>O. 
(ii)’ If I > p - 1, than g,- , is a Yn,_ ,-monomorphism and Kf is sym- 
metrically generated by all g,- ,(m,.), where CI’ runs over A(L’, r - 1). 
(iii) rf 12 p - 1 we also have that Ki is %,-isomorphic to the induced 
module @“’ f Y& . 
Proof (i) Since m<l<p-1, l+m<2(p-1) and hence r takes no 
more than two values 0 and 1. Moreover, r = 1 occurs only in the case 
l+ m 2 p or m 2 p - 1. Henceforth we suppose that k = p - I< m. It is easy 
to see that A(1, 1) consists of all vectors (a ~, , aO, i), where a0 + i = m and 
i=k+fia_l. Hence i takes all values between k and m and consequently Wf 
has a basis of forms xayB.zj where ~u~u{j}=n, and IctI=cz--i, 
IDI = ao* It makes clear that every h E Wt can be written down in the form 
h = Cieo, h,, where hi=xJ’& z;‘bi,j and di,j does not contain variables of 
the “z” type. Without loss of generality we may assume that h, # 0 and 
moreover dl,k #O. A straightforward computation shows that for every 
f~ W*, C+~E WF D,(fi)= (DJ) 4 +fD2(q5). Hence we have D2(h,)= 
C~=n=k(iZ’1-‘~l,i+ZIDz(~l,i)) = kz:-‘~,,,+~~=“=,z’,(D,(~,,i)+(i+l)~,,,+,). 
The first term kz:- l#I,k is nonzero, since k > 1 and does not have similar 
terms neither in the rest of D,(h,), nor in the C,, , D,(hi). This contradicts 
to the hypothesis that D,(h)=O. 
(ii) It is clear that g, _ i is a YE,- ,-homomorphism. Furthermore if 
4~ Wt’,, then monomials involved in z,& are similar to no monomials 
involved in the other summands of g,+ ,(d). Hence g, _ i(4) = 0 implies 
z,,d=O and so b=O. 
Let now h E kf. We write h down in the form h =CiE,,, hi where like 
above hi = C zidj,j and 4i,j are forms containing no zi variables with k < i. 
From D,(hi) =C (jzJP’dij+ z~DJc$~)) we see that D,(hi) contains no 
monomials similar to those involved in any II,( j# i. Therefore 
D,(h) = 0 implies that D,(hi) =0 holds for all i. Next we pick a h = 
Cf:,’ zi cji in Kf. Th en since D,(z,) = 0 we have D,(h) = CpcI’ ~{(D~(q5~) + 
(i+l)4i+1). Hence from D,(h)=0 it follows that ii+, =((-l)i/(i+ l)!) 
D:(di). As 4i lies clearly in v1 i (ii) follows. 
* Note added in proof As stated (ii) and (iii) are valid when m <p. 
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(iii) We recall that W$’ = di”’ has one symmetric generator, viz. map = 
Xl *“Xhyhtl 1.. y,, _ I where h = I- (p - 1). By (ii) lut is YnSP,,-generated by 
go(mx). Let s be the mapping which carries over g,(m,,) p into z,m,,p for 
every p E k5$, . Denoting by zi the transposition (1 i), i > 1, we easily find 
out that every p can be written down in the form xi> 1 pizi where pi E 
kYn, _ i. Suppose that gO(mij) p = C g,(m,,) piri = 0. Now we observe that 
g,(mnCpi) ri has no monomials similar to monomials involved in any other 
g~(rn~p~) rj, j # i. Hence g,(mj.#) p= 0 implies mzpi = 0 for all i. This shows 
that E is a well-defined mapping. Moreover, the same argument proves that 
it is Yn,-isomorphism. 1 
3.5. DEFINITION. If fE J$ and f = g,_ ,(Q)), then we name Q the leading 
form off. 
4.1. DEFINITION. For a partition A = (Al,..., A,) + n we let WC’] denote 
the M(n, p)-submodule of W’ spanned by the Specht module S”. We call 
WC’] the Weyl module associated with 2. 
The purpose of this section is to describe the weight spaces WF”] = 
WC’] n W: in a way similar to those in the previous section. 
As we know S” is Yn-generated by any Specht polynomial e(t), where t is 
a l-tableau. Hence we can write WC’] = {e(t)}. Certainly e(t) is a mul- 
tilinear form from which it follows that WC’] is a k-span of all e(t) <, where 
< runs through the set of all p.e.‘s in Ilrp(p~, p). The latter we denote by P. 
4.2. DEFINITIONS. Given a 5 E P we define the content of 5 as the vector 
K(T) = (k, ,...> k,), where k,= liS-‘l. We set xc= xacrj where a(5) = 
(kyd ,..., krd). 
4.3. LEMMA. Let e(t), t E t[A], be a Specht polynomial in W”-. Then 
e(t) < is a homogeneous element of the weight xe. 
Proof. An easy verification shows that for every u ~9~ and every 
{E Pot has the same content as 5 does. It is also clear that for every 
monomial m(t), t E t[A+], m(t) 5 has weight xc. Since by the definition 
e(t) = C km(t) o, the lemma follows. 1 
Let a, be the vector (i,..., 1, 0 ,..., 0) having n, units. We know that Wf is 
the x+ weight space. Hence 
4.4. COROLLARY. Wi”] is the k-span of all e(t) t where 5 is such that 
443=a,. I 
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We denote by st[A] the set of standard A-tableaux [IS]. We put P, to be 
the set of all < E P such that a(<) = a,. Let 5, denote the sequence 
(1 ..I 12:;-2 -P* *.. r +-+ (r-i- l)..-n,) 
meaning that the ith entry in the above sequence is equal to (i) (,, Clearly 
L E pr. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. For a two-part parf~t~o~ ;1.of n and every r we have 
WF”l is Yn,-spanned by all e(t) <,, where t runs over the set st[A]. 
ProoJ Every {E P, is a mapping from n onto n,. Hence P, has the 
natural structure of a 9j’ x Ym,-set. Namely, given t E P, and G. z E 9, x y?n, 
5. (or) is defined as the mapping i + (in- ‘) 5) z. It is easy to check out that 
for two p.e.‘s <, <’ K(<) = IC( 5’) if and only if 5’ = &r for some (r E Ym. 
Furthermore, for a r E Yn, and a 5 E P, FC(<T) is obtained from ~(5) by 
permuting the first n, entries in K(<) with r-r which acts as a place 
permutation. 
Now we claim that P, is a transitive 9” x x,-set. For < belongs to P, if 
and only if some II, components of KY(~) equal to p or 1 and the rest is zero. 
Moreover there must be I p’s among nonzero components. Indeed, for 
every component kj of any rc( 5) we have ki < 2(p - 1) or else m(t) 5 = 0 for 
all t E t[A]. It follows from this remark that kyd = 1 if and only if ki equals 
1 or p. 
Moreover if ~(5) has u l’s and u p’s then u + pv = n and u + u = n, and 
the assertion about K(S) follows. 
Finally, take a < E P,. By the opening remarks there is a z such that 
rc(<) = rc(c,r) and hence 5 = tlzg which proves the transitivity of P,. 
Returning to W,C”l and using 4.4 we conclude that it is k-spanned by all 
e(t) o<,r where t is a fixed i-tableau and CJ, r run over s/?,, 9$ respectively. 
Hence Wi”] is $,-generated by all e(t) cr<,. Since e(t) CT is a linear com- 
bination of e(t,), t,E st[A] [Z, 8.47, the proposition follows. 8 
Our next step will be the analysis of the structure of W[“l in more detail. 
First, we note 
4.6. LEMMA. WC”] is a p~i~c~pa~ ~ ,-~od~le. 
ProoJ Let us agree to write e(t<) for the e(t) <, tE t[A], 4: E P. Plainly 
e(t4) = 0 if there is a column in t< with a repeated entries. Hence applying 
4.5 to the case r = 1 we shall count only those standard tableaux 
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for which j, and consequently all j, are greater than p. Clearly every such 
standard tableau has form 
1 2...px ... x 
t= 
j, j,... j,*.. j,. 
First, it follows from this that W :“I = 0 if I< p - 1, and second, that Wi”] 
is k-spanned by all e(t<), where 




and the last row has no repetition. Therefore if we let 
T2 
... 1 m+2...n, 
2...p+ l...m+ 1, 
then t<r = T for an appropriate permutation r E Yn,. This shows that WI”] 
is Y”,-generated by e(T). 1 
4.7. DEFINITION. A partition 2 = (1, m) is called regular if 
1 > (p - 1) + m and singular otherwise. 3, is termed small if m -c p. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. Let i be a small partition. Then 
W[“l= 
/ 
K; if i is regular 
bw+ 1 t x4”,, otherwise. 
Proof. We take a closer look at the e(T) which by 4.6 YE,,-generates 
W[“]. By the very definition we have e(T) = ny=+z* (x1 yi-xiy,). 
Xf-mx m+2”’ X n,, which is expanded as follows e(T) = CT= 1 zf $i. In 
addition direct computation shows that *1= 
-(~~=+21y,.~.Bi...~,+,xi).x,+,...x,,.Ontheotherhandwehavethat 
e(T) = gO($l) due to 3.4(ii), and hence W[“] is isomorphic to the Yn,- 
module generated by z, $i, that is to the induced module ($,) r Yn4”,,. 
We recall that 1’ denotes the improper partition (h, m - l), where h = 
I- (p- 1). Let A’+ be (h - 1, m). Then by the definition of the mapping 
a,,,we have $ = dz,I(m,s+) where, as usual, ml,+, the generator of @“” is 
given byy,...ym+i x,+~“‘x,,,. This means that ($ 1 ) = a2,i( @““) and to 
clear the situation further we need to consider two cases: h - 12 m and 
h = m. Suppose that h - 12 m, that is A’+ is a partition. Then it follows 
deirectly from 3.4.5(i) that a2,i(@“+) = @“‘. Next assume that h = m. We 
now evoke the mapping i and Lemma 3.2.2. By its virtue it is sufficient to 
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prove that a,,, : cD@,~- ‘) + @“‘- ‘,m) is an isomorphism. Obviously 
dim @ (m-m- 1) = dim @(” ~ 1-m). He rice it is enough to show that Ker a,,, = 0. 
But this can be proved exactly as in the first part of 3.4.4. Thus 
(J/J,=@“” in both cases. However, these cases correspond to 1 being 
regular. Also from (Ic/, ) = @” it follows that WI”] = @” r 9& = K:. 1 
4.9. PROPOSITION. Let A= (I, m) be a small partition of II. Then (i) 
WC’] = K’ if 1 is regular and (ii) Kf = W,CA1 for all r # 1, while Kt/ Wi”] 2 
S”’ t 5$,, ; 1, if A is singular. 
Proof: (i) By the previous proposition W[“] = Ki which implies that 
go(m,,) E WI . rn] Since rnLs is a M(n, p)-generator of WA’ it follows that every 
basic monomial in W”, say, m’ equals mist for some p.e. 5. According to 
3.4(ii) the g,- I(m’)‘s symmetrically generate Kf . Now g, ~ 1 (m’) = g,(m,,) 5 
and (i) follows. 
(ii) Now, since L is singular, (II < 3(p - 1). Hence the parameter r 
assumes no more than three values: r = 0, 1,2. In addition we know that 
Ki= Wi=S” and that K:zO”‘fYn, while W~‘]z8,,,(@““)t~,. By the 
definition il’ = (h, m - 1) and as h <m - 1 now it will be easier to work 
with partition p = (m - 1, h). Using isomorphism i: @“‘z CD”, CPA’+ z @pP 
and 3.2.2 we conclude that Wi”lz 8, i(@- ). Next we employ the 
epimorphism a2,i : @ P + CD”-. By 3.4.5(ii) its kernel is S’ and by 3.6.1(i) S 
is a simple L$,-module. This implies that a,,,(@~- ) @ S’ = P’ and the 
result about Ki/ W[“] follows. 
The rest of the proposition is based on 
4.10. LEMMA. Let 6 = (a, 8) be a partition of t such that p - 1 b a z 
e-t-2. Then Dl(Wi)= Wi+. 
Proof: We denote 6+ = (a - 1, 4 - 1) by p. According to 3.4(i) Wi is 
symmetrically generated by the monomials m, where LX runs over the set 
A(6, 1). Furthermore each a is a triple a = (a _ i, aao, i) such that a,, + 1 = 8, 
i= a-, + k, where k = p - a. In particular we see that i assumes 
& + a - (p - 1) values i = k, k + l,..., 8. Moreover, denoting mCa-,,aO,iJ by mj 
we have on the account of 3.4(i) that mi = zixsyC, where { 1) u 8u [ = 
161 - (p- 1) (cf. (2)). Applying these remarks to A@, 1) we conclude firstly 
that I&, 1)1 = lA(6, 1)l and secondly that the mapping 
(a-1, a0,i) * (a-1, a0, i- 1) 
is a bijection between A(p, 1) and A(& 1). Furthermore denoting by Gi the 
m (a-l,eg,i)y where (a- 1, ao, i) E A (p, 1 ), we derive by a direct computations 
that 
D,(m,)= -ir%,,,+~r5iioj (*) 
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for some set of permutations crj. Similar cal&ations show that in the case 
i = k = p - a we have D,(z’;yi) = -km,+ 1. Thus we can assume by induc- 
tion on i that all &, i<j, belong to Dl( IV:). But then it follows from (*) 
that Fiji Dl(Wf) as well. 1 
We now take up the equality WJAl = Kg. As we know K$ is symmetrically 
generated by the g,(m,.)‘s, where a’ runs over the set A(n’, 1). On the other 
hand WCnl contains the g,(D,(@“‘+)) by 4.8 and hence g,(D,(@“‘+)) t 
belongs to Wcil for every p.e. 5. Since &‘+ M(n, p)-generates W*” we see 
that g,(D,( W:” )) c WC’]. Now by the previous lemma D2( Wt”) = Wf’ 
and the assertion follows. 1 
4.11. COROLLARY. Let 1 be a small singular partition. Then 
n(K”/W[“‘)~An”‘“(s”‘ty;,,,+,). 
Proof By 4.9 the extremal forms in K’/W[“I have the same support 
(1’1 + 1 and the space of these is isomorphic to P’ t qAs, + 1. 1 
4.5. Preparatory Results 
This section comprises a series of lemmas required for the proof of the 
main theorem formulated in the next section. 
Let ,Y be a partition of n. As we know A ‘Ym(Qn) is an epimorphic image 
of /1( W’) under the mapping 71: V + Vn @“, VE A( W’) (see 1.1.3, 1.3.4, 
and 2.3.5). In general rt is not a monomorphism and hence it induces an 
equivalence relation N : I/N U if and only if rc( V) = z(U). We denote the 
- -class of V by [ V]. 
Next we observe that each --class has form [{L)] for a symmetric 
submodule L c 0”, because {L} n @” = L by 1.3.4. The next definition 
distinguishes one important particular situation. 
5.1. DEFINITION. We say that a submodule L of @” is closed if [{L)] 
consists of {L} only. 
5.2. LEMMA. Let K> L be a part of a composition series in @” with L 
closed. Then {K}/{ L} is an irreducible M( 1 A[, p)-module. 
Proof. If V is strictly between {K} and (L}, then z(V) lies between K 
and L. Clearly n( I’) #K, so that we have rc( V) = L. The assumption about 
L implies V= {L}. m 
5.3. COROLLARY. Let A be a partition of n, S” the corresponding Specht 
module in @“. Suppose that C is a simple submodule in S’. Then {C} is a 
simple submodule in WA. 
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Proof: By 2.3.6 (0) is a closed submodule of @“. The assertion follows 
from 5.2. 1 
We consider next the structure of multilinear forms in the submodule 
generated by zp, p E p - 1. 
5.4. LEMMA. For eoery p E p - 1 the form ( - l)P. PO,(P) is the unique 
multilinear element in (z”}. 
Proof: First of all we recall that c,(p) was defined above as a,(p) = 
C x, yP, where the sum is taken over all subsets fi c p such that I/?1 = p and 
a= p-p (see 3.3(5)). 
Let q be a generic endomorphism sending y into C;=, tiyi. Then the 
effect of q on the zP = xPPPyP will be as follows: 
. y’;’ . . y) #I . . . xp. 
The multilinear part 4 of (z”)” arises as the sum of all monomials having 
weight t, . . . t,. Hence each such monomial corresponds to a solution of the 
p equations ik + jk = 1 and such that C ik = p. It follows from that at once 
that ~$=Cp!(p--p)!x;ys. It remains to note that p!(p-p)!~(-l)~.p 
mod p. 1 
Next we record two purely technical lemmas. 
5.5. LEMMA. Let 2 = (1, m) be a small partition of n and C$ = 
CT= 1 a,(p). g,,- Js) an element in CD”. If 12 p, then 4 is not a fixed point 
in CD’. 
Proof: By hypothesis n 3 p +m. Hence we can pick a subset j3 = 
{p + l,..., p + m} in n. Now to prove the lemma it is enough to note that 
x,yP, cr=n-fl, is not involved in 4, so that 4 #ct.a,(n) for every DIE k. 
Hence the lemma follows from 3.4.1. 1 
5.6. LEMMA. With the foregoing notations pick up 4 = 
ol(p)*a,-,(n-p) in @“. Then (4) containss”. 
Proof: Let us choose m transpositions rj = (j, p + j), j= 1,2,..., m. A 
direct computation yields the formula 
4’ fi (l-r,)=m fi txjYp+jpxp+,Yj) 
j=l j= 1 
and the result follows. 1 
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4.6. The Main Theorem 
Throughout this section 1 denotes a small regular partition of n. 
6.1. THJZOREM. For every I we have 
fl( wa) z Asym(@a). 
The proof of this theorem will be divided into a number of steps. 
In this section we shall again use the notation 2, for a partition 
(n - q, q). We recall that the Specht module S” has at most one submodule 
denoted above by S$ 
6.2. Notation. We let Wcq,” be the submodule of W’ generated by 5’:. 
We remind further that D,,, denotes the mapping from WAm into WAm+r 
(see 1.3). As far as r < p D,,, equals simply to (l/r!) 0;. It follows from 1.5 
that for d = I, and every q < m Dl,m--q is a monomorphism. Since the 
restriction of D1,, _ q on @” is a:,, -q it becomes evident that D1,, . &S’g) = 
$2. On the other hand if A, is small and regular so does 1, and hence 
(S’q’4) = K’q by 4.9. Therefore D,,, ._ 4 maps K’Q into WCnml = Kim in the case 
Sp t Slm. Remem~~ng the structure of K’ we arrive at the diagram 
(3) 
Let 1” be the mapping which completes (3) to the commutative diagram. 
6.3. LEMMA. r is the restriction of Dl,m-q on Wf”. 
Proo$ For every number /, and a form d we have D,(.zf 4) = 
(p-p) zf + ‘h + zfD,(#). Furthermore by the definition gJ$) = 
~~~~((-l)~-l/~!) z$,+,D$-~(#), @E Wf, and combining this and the 
previous formula we conclude that I), gl(#) has form x,;= : z$,+ tJ/, for 
some set of forms If/,. This implies that D, g,(4) is expresstble in the form 
g,($). It remains to note that I,&, equals to D,(4). The latter follows directly 
from the fact that for every form J/ and every p > 1 D,(zi,+,$) does not 
contribute to the term zn,+,D1(#). 
Applying this result m - q times and using the fact that D,,m-q = 
(l/(m - q)!) 07-q we end up with the equality D I,m _ & g,( (6)) = 
g,(D l,m ..,($)). The lemma follows. d 
In what follows the restriction of Dl,m-q on W’b will be denoted by 
K?l-,. 
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The next lemma is crucial 
6.4. LEMMA. The submodule S? of S” m is closed. 
Proof: To simplify notations we shall write 1 for A,. Let V be an 
M(n, p)-submodule situated between {St} and {S”} and strictly less than 
{S”}. We aim at the proof that V= {St). It is clear that at least P’,=,!$, 
where V, stands for Vn Wt. Next step is carried out in the 
6.5. SUBLEMMA. With the foregoing rotation V, = W{qJl. 
Proof: Suppose that Vi is strictly above WpAI. From the definition 
of WcqsA7 we have that Wcqsil = Dl,m-q( Wc”pl) and hence WcsL1 = 
D l,m _ q( A?). In particular we have W[Y,“I = D I,m _ q(K:4). Using the previous 
lemma we conclude that W[q-‘] is the k-span of go($) with 4 E D’,, _ & W$). 
If 0 fu E V, - D,,mPq(K:4), then in the presentation u = C gO(#i) ri (see 
3.4(iii)) some #i$ D;,,-,( W$). We may assume that i= 1. It is a con- 
sequence of 3.5.2 that (#i ) contains ed( t) for some A’-tableau t and d 3 q. 
For otherwise (6, s&r) would be zero for all If-tableaux t by 3.4.2, which 
implies that #i E R, = LY,, ~ q( W$), a contradiction. 
For our purposes we can assume that #i = cd(t). By the definition e,(t) 
has form (ng= i IX& ~~ ~ i ~ A@), where wij denotes xi yj - xj yZ and B is a 
subset of [%‘I of the size /A’/ - 2d. Hence applying formula 3.4(7) we have 
a,,(e,(t) = (n oikjk). &(cr,-, -d(Q). Since the restriction of l& on W$ is 
a,,, we obtain that 
Now let h be the second factor in (4). Clearly h is linear in all variables, 
except .z,,$. We shall understand under linearization of h the form obtained 
from h by substituting the form (-l)%,(a) for z:,, where (II= fn,> u 
(n-ni). By 5.4 the form so obtained belongs to the M(n, p)-submodule 
generated by gO(eJ(t)). Moreover, such linea~~tion effects only ga(#,) 
summand of u thereby allowing us to assume that u = g,(+,). For these 
reasons we see that iv> contains a multilinear form f = (fl$= I oikjk) II/, 
where $ is the linearization of h and if d > q then, no matter what + is, 
f $ Si contradicting to the hypothesis V0 = Si. 
The case d= q requires more care. Now we must consider JI in 
more detail. To this end we note that az,i(a, _, _,(0)) = 
(101 -m-q + 2) (~,-~+~(0) by 3.6.(X). Furthermore 12’1 = IAl -p that is 
11’1= I+ m mod p and hence 181 E I + m - 2q mod p. By the hypothesis 
St c S” and so q = I+ 1 mod p. Thus we have found that 
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101 -m+q+2= 1 modp, and hence a,,(o,_,_,(e))=a,-,-,(8). 
Similar reasonings yield the general formula a&, 1 ( G,,, ~ 4 _ r (0)) = 
(i!)a,-,-i-,(8). Consequently we see that h=Cy!-Iq((-l)i/i) 
z& grn -q-i(0) and using again 5.4 we conclude that $ = -(CT=;” rri(~). 
(T, _ q _ i(e)) where 1 a 1 = p. Clearly II/ can be considered as an element of @’ 
for ,u = (n - (m + q), m -4). Utilizing 5.5 we see that $ is not a fixed 
element there which implies that f# St and the lemma follows. 1 
Another auxiliary step is formulated in 
6.6. SUBLEMMA. For A= 1, and all q < m D,,+,( W$) is a closed sub- 
module of Wi. 
Proof. First of all we note that it will suffice to prove the sublemma in 
the case q = m - 1. For if q d m’ <m and V is a M(n, p)-module satisfying 
V,= D,,,-,( W$) then V, certainly lies in Dl( Wk-I). Assuming the 
closeness of Dl( Wk-1) we conclude that V must belong to Dl( WLmml), that 
is V= Dl( V’) for the M(n, p)-submodule V’ of W*+l. Since the weight 
spaces of V are images of the corresponding weight spaces of V’ it becomes 
apparent that Vb = D I,m _, _ q( W$). Thus V’ has the same property as V 
does. Repeating this argument we arrive at the case m = q + 1. 
Thus consider the case V, = Dl( Wk-I). Suppose that V, 3 D,( W?-l) 
forsomer.Pickupau=Cizi~i+~j,,z~#j~from V,--D,(W?mI)withthe 
smallest possible value of i. We claim that i= 1. Otherwise using relations 
D,(z’,- ‘m,,)= -(i- 1) zfm,, +z;-‘Dl(m,.) or equivalently zirn,, = 
(i/(i- 1)) zi-r Dl(m,,) mod Dl( WA,-‘) where m,, runs over the set of all 
monomials in Wfl 1 we substitute u by a form which has a lower value of i. 
Finally, we take up u=z~~~+~~,,z~~~~EV,--D~(W~~~). The 
linearization of v with respect o x, and y, produces the form o,(p) 41 and 
the latter M(n, p)-generates the submodule which contains a multilinear 
form II/ = al(p) e,(t) for some A’-tableau t and some p by 3.4.2. By the 
definition, e,(t) = (I-Ii=, wikj,) o,,- 1 -Jo) while it follows from 5.6 that 
(or(p) (T,- 1-,(0)) contains S(‘-p,m--p). Combined with the first factor in 
e,,(t) this shows that (rj ) 3 S” and so (rj ) does not belong to Dl( Wkml). 
As (L E V, we arrived at a contradiction. 1 
Proof of Lemma 6.4. We can again assume that a form g,- 1($) in 
which $ does not belong to D;,,, ~ q( W!L r) is involved in some u E I’,. Since 
the linearization of u with respect o x,~, y,, effects only g,(e) we can work 
with g,(JI) regardless of the other summands of u. 
Next we observe that (+} n Wt does not lie in D;,,-,( WA;). For 
otherwise the M((A’(, p)-submodule V= ($} + D;,,-,( WA;) of W” would 
be strictly above D;,,-, (WA;). But Vn Wt={+}n W$‘+D;;l,-,(W’i)n 
Wi’ = D;,, _ & Wii) contradicting to the closeness of D’,, ~ q( W,, ). Thus there 
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is a multilinear form 4, say, such that 4 E { +} and yet 4 4 D;,,-,( W&). 
Clearly go(#) belongs to V,, which is impossible by 6.5. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. A combination of assertions 6.4 with 5.2 and 4.8 
shows that if 
Lo=@3Lp ... 3L,30 (5) 
is the composition series in 0” obtained by the refinement of the James’ 
series in @” then the “induced” series 
is a composition series in WA. According to this remark for each com- 
position factor S, say, of W* the associated symmetric module Y(S) (see 
Sect. 1) is among the factors of the series (5). 
Let L be a YnSP,-submodule in @” and suppose that V# L belongs to 
C(L)]. By definition V,, = L so that V/{ L) does not have homogeneous 
forms of support n, nor do the composition factors arising from the 
refinement of V/(L) h ave such forms. Let S be one of those factors. Then 
P’(S) is associated with a partition p of n’ < n. Hence S can be isomorphic 
with no factors L,/L,+ 1, i = 1, 2 ,..., t, a contradiction. Thus V= {L} which 
means that n: A( W’) + /Isym(@‘) is an isomorphism. 1 
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